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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

12, 1991

Briefly
Inside
White supremacy discussed:

Bruce Bridges spoke on
white supremacy this weekend as part of the Black
Midwest Unity Conference.
*■ See story page four.

Soccer team "kicking"
butt:

Soccer team wins MidAmerican Soccer Conference Championship this
weekend.
► See story page eight.

Campus
After Dark:

Student Recreation
Center Associate Director
Ron Zwierlein will be a
guest on WBGU's After
Dark talk show Wednesday
at 10 p.m. Zwierlein will
discuss the Bowling Green
University Fieldhouse,
which is currently under
construction. Topics will include accessibility and
funding for the facility.
Listeners can express concerns on the air by calling
372-2826.

Clothing drive:

The Solid Rock Christian
Fellowship, in cooperation
with Active Christians Today, is sponsoring a winter
clothing drive for University international students.
Donations of clothing in
good condition will be accepted at the ACT house, 612
E. WoosterSt., until Friday.
Be a fellow:
Oak Ridge Associated Universities is accepting applications for the Alexander
Hollaender Distinguished
Postdoctoral Fellowship
E)gram. Sponsored by the
partment of Energy, the
program offers fellowships
in several scientific disciplines. Fellows will conduct
research at participating
federal and university
laboratories. Deadline is
Jan. 15. For information,
call (616) 576-1805.

Nation
Love misconnection:

NEW YORK-What initially appeared to be a
presidential love connection
tor Joan River's daughter
turned out to be a fake.
Rivers received a note on
official White House
stationery, signed "George
Bush," recommending a
certain young man for
Rivers' daughter, Melissa.
White House officials told
Rivers that Bush sent no
such letter. Folks at "The
Joan Rivers Show" found
out about the forgery last
week when they checked
with the White House for
verification.

Lottery
Lottery picks:
CLEVELAND — Here are
the Ohio Lottery drawing
selections for Monday
ht: Pick 3 Numbers:
Pick 4 Numbers: 1-6-2-1
Cards: Five of Hearts
Three of Clubs
5:ueen of Diamonds
ack of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$4 million.

Weather
Occasional snow:

Today, occasional snow
ending late in the afternoon.
High in the mid 30s. Light
southwest winds. Chance of
snow 80 percent. Tuesday
night, variable cloudiness
wfth the low 25 to 30.
compiled from local and
wire reports.
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Heterosexual AIDS on the rise

by Clare Nullis
Associated Press wriler

GENEVA (AP) — Heterosexual sex has caused the infection of
75 percent of people with the
AIDS virus worldwide, and the infection is now rising in Western
countries, the World Health Organization said Monday.
The majority of the heterosexually infected people are in the
developing world, particularly in
Africa, and it still remains only a
small percentage of cases in
North America and Europe, the
Geneva-based agency said in an
extensive report.
The U.N. group says up to 5,000
people are infected each day
around the world, and officials
fear an increase in pregnant

women infecting their babies.
Concern about heterosexual
transmission of the AIDS virus
was heightened after basketball
star Earvin "Magic" Johnson
announced Thursday he had the
HTV virus and said he had no homosexual affairs.
In the United States, 3 percent
of men and 34 percent of women
who contracted the virus did so
from a person of the opposite sex,
according to the Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta.
"It is not easy to change sexual
behavior, but hopefully with
more people like Magic Johnson
coming out and talking about
their illness everyone will realize
they are at risk and take more
care," said Dr. Michael Merson,
head of the U.N. health agency's

"It is not easy to change sexual behavior, but
hopefully with more people like Magic
Johnson coming out and talking about their
illness everyone will realize they are at risk
and take more care."
— Dr. Michael Merson, heed of the U.N. health
agency's A IDS program
AIDS program.
Merson said tests of possible
AIDS vaccines are planned for
Thailand, Uganda, Rwanda and
Brazil — nations with some of the
highest AIDS rates. The tests —
which will involve several
thousand volunteers — mark a
departure from previous ap-

proaches favoring early testing
on animals.
About a dozen potential vaccines to slow or halt the onset on
AIDS are being tested in the
United States and Europe, and
several more may be available.
Merson advised against having
too much hope for the vaccines.

"The major point is that we're
not going to have a vaccine today
and we're not going to have a
vaccine tomorrow," Merson said.
"We have to do everything we
can to inform the public now of
the risks and the need for safer
sex."
It usually takes about 10 years
before a person with HTV shows
the full signs of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, which attacks the immune system and
leads to death.
Merson said an estimated 8-10
million adults carry the human
immunodeficiency virus that
leads to AIDS. The agency has
predicted 40 million adults and
children will have HTV by 2000,
: See AIDS, page five.

Ohio Rep.
introduces
'sunshine'
legislation
by Doug Baker
general assignment reporter
State Rep. Randall Gardner
wants to open the blinds of state
government and let in the sunshine.
Gardner has introduced legislation in the
Ohio House of
Representatives designed
to make the
Ohio General
Assembly more
open to the public and fairer to
state legislatures.
In 1975 the
Gardner
Ohio General Assembly exempted itself from the state's open
meetings law, sometimes known
as the Sunshine Laws.
"There has been a certain
amount of criticism of the
national Congress because it
exempts itself from its own sexual harassment law," said Dennis Hale, director of the School of
Mass Communication.
The law currently states all
public bodies must hold open
meetings with advance public notice.
"It applies to virtually every
policy-making body in the state
except the courts," Hale said.
Gardner said he believes the
state legislature should follow the
rules it sets for others.
"The bottom line is state law
requires local government to observe strict sunshine laws," he
said. "I think it adds to the disillusionment of people when we
don't require for ourselves what
a See GARDNER, page six.
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"Put Your Head On My Shoulder..."
Two of the three Lettermen perform some of their well-known
tones Saturday night at Anderson Arena for the Parents' Day

show. The two and a half hoar show opened with the DePae Family Musicians featuring two University music students.

Speaker calls history exclusive
Berkeley professor concerned with minority acceptance, issue
by Kimberiy Larson
human diversity reporter

American history often excludes the heritage and cultural
history of minorities within
America, said a professor of ethnic studies from Berkeley last
night.
r
'American history tends to
recognize Ellis Island as the entry point of our country, but it
was only the entry point for
Europeans. Angel Island was the
entrance for many Asians," said
Ronald Takaki, who was the

keynote speaker at the Eighth
Annual Ethnic Studies Conference.
Takaki said people came from
many different shores, not just
Europe.
He said he has become concerned with the problem the
American population seems to
have in realizing people of color
are not necessarily foreigners to
the United States, and most are
indeed American.
"I remember what it was like
to be a student of color in a small
college town," Takaki said. "My

professors didn't see me as
American. Many would ask me
where I was from."
Takaki said the environment
which he was faced with while attending college was not necessarily hostile, but today students of
color say things are different.
"Lately, there has been a rise
of campus racism, and racial violences all over the United
States," he said.
Takaki said he had a hard time
realizing this was occurring until
about one year ago when two
children approached him at a

neighborhood drug store.
"The older kid asked me for
some small change and when I
said I didn't have any, he started
to shout,'Why don't you go back
to China, you Chink,' " he said."I
felt angry, but also sorry for them
because they are ignorant about
people like me."
Takaki said the reason this type
of racism exists is due partly to
the media, which often presents
movies like "Black Rain" that
stereotype the Japanese culture
a See SPEAKER, page seven.

Teachers
hurdle
barriers
Many
veterans
Foreigners must often defeat cultural challenges
among homeless
by Julie Tagliaf erro
contributing reporter

College is an especially big step
for students going far from home.
It is an even larger transition
for graduate students who must
teach to fulfill education requirements — and wind up teaching courses emphasizing cultures
new to them.
David Wall is one of many foreign graduate students at the
University who works as an instructor.
Wall is a native of Hartfordshire, England, a village outside
London. He received a degree in
American studies from the University of Nottingham and is
working on a doctorate in American literature at the University.
Last year, he was offered a
three-year assistantship teaching
ethnic studies.
Wall had only visited America
before coming to Bowling Green,
and said teaching a course about
ethnic classes in America seems
odd even to himself.
At first, he said, he was concerned about teaching the class.

TEACHER
# FEATURE
He said he believed he was familiar with general facts, but had to
read a great deal to prepare lectures in the subject matter. Now
he said he is comfortable teaching, but wants to re-structure his
course format.
"Right now my goal is to make
my lectures less boring," he said.
Wall said group discussions will
make the class more interesting
than lectures.
Wall said he likes teaching and
hopes to get a job at a college in
the United States teaching America n literature — focusing on post
World War n literature — after
earning his degree.
His interest in American literature and his desire to come to the
United States stemmed from

watching television as a child, he
said.
"I've been fascinated with
America since I was a kid, especially with television and film,"
he said.
The idea of having several
shows to choose from 24 hours a
day still amazes him, he said.
He has lived in Bowling Green
since July, but said he is still astounded by America — especially
shopping malls, cars on the right
side of the road and American
food. Pancakes and nacho chips
— which he had never eaten before —are his self-proclaimed
favorites.
Although Wall said he has criticisms about America, he said
most are trivial, such as how television programs seem to be emphasizing quantity rather than
quality.
His favorite shows are "Married ... With Children" and "The
Simpsons."
"These seem to be the only
programs that are critical of
American family values," he
said. "I like it because there is a
D See TEACHERS, page four.
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by Robert E. Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS (AP) — About 30,000 Ohio veterans are among
500,000 nationwide who were homeless last year, a study by the
National Coalition for the Homeless showed Monday.
Bill Faith, director of the state organization, said neither the
state nor the federal government is adequately dealing with veterans'needs.
' In fact, the recent state budget cuts in the General Assistance
program will simply make natters worse for many of Ohio's
veterans," Faith said.
He and members of several veterans' groups held a news conference as communities throughout the state were holding parades and other events honoring veterans.
"These gestures cannot replace decent jobs and job training,
affordable housing, access to treatment programs and public
assistance sufficient to meet the basic survival of those who
have put their lives on the line for our country," Faith said.
He pointed out that on Oct. 1, General Assistance for many
veterans was reduced from about $130 to $100 a month while they
lost some of their medical benefits.
The new state budget also cuts all of about 130,000 program recipients, except for the disabled, to a maximum six months of
benefits a year.
Many veterans will be cut off in April and will have to fend for
themselves in soup kitchens and shelters. Faith said.
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Johnson a reminder of
need for AIDS research
new case of infection occurs every 54
seconds. The American Council on Science and Health has predicted that one
in 25 New York City residents will be
infected with HTV within 10 years.
AIDS is already the leading cause of
death for women ages 15 to 44. According to the Centers for Disease Control,
AIDS is making its greatest growth in
infection rates among women, children
and heterosexuals.
The ignorance surrounding AIDS is
growing at a rate that far outdistances
tne actual spread of the disease. The
American Civil LibertiesUnion sent out
600 questionnaires to state and county
human rights commissions, legal aid
services and AIDS service organizations seeking records of AIDS discrimination cases. The total number of
cases found for 1984 was 400. The total
number of cases found for 1988 — the
last year with available statistics —
was 92,548. Discrimination included job
firings, inavailability of health care
and violence.
With Johnson's announcement of his
infection came talk of a renewed outpouring of commitment from the federal government. In a speech Friday,
President Bush pledged further commitment to combatting AIDS. Professor David Baltimore, president of
Rockefeller University,
has called for a
"Manhattan Project'1 for AIDS — a
scientific outpouring in the United
States on par with the effort that produced the atomic bomb.
Such an effort may be the only
Yet in the midst of the controversy,
some good may come from Johnson's chance for Johnson and others infected
misfortune. AIDS has a stigma of ig- with the AIDS virus. The National
norance attached to it — "it s a homo- Commission on AIDS proposed to the
sexual disease," "you can get AIDS current administration a series of steps
from casual contact" — that other to make the national effort against
diseases don't have. Johnson's battle AIDS more effective. Among those
with HTV can only serve to sensitize recommendations were: a Cabinetand educate the public about the true level group to set up a national plan to
nature and form of the disease, and cope with AIDS, federal disaster relief
hopefully with public education will for cities hit hardest by the disease and
come a greater commitment to fighting a ban by Congress of discrimination
against those with AIDS.
AIDS.
While falling short of Baltimore's
As it stands now, the methods the
"Manhattan Project," these proposals
United States has employed to counter
the spread of the HTV virus leave much do not seem unreasonable in the face of
the serious tide of infection sweeping
to be desired:
• There is spotty indication at best of the nation. What is needed is an effort
on the part of government and private
the national spread of AIDS. Yet earresearchers to stop the spread of the
lier this year, the Federal Centers for
disease, much like the government acDisease Control gave up a plan for a
complished in the 1950s with polio
national survey of households to deresearch. At one time, polio was a criptermine the prevalence of AIDS infecpling, feared disease. Now it is nothing
tion.
• The presidentially-appointed more than something that your booster
shots eliminate with ease. The same
National Commission of AIDS told
concerted effort should be made on the
President Bush in 1990 the United
part of this biological boogeyman as
States AIDS policy is like "an orcheswell.
tra without a conductor" because the
government has failed to lead the campaign against the epidemic effectively.
In his press conference on Friday,
• Two of the most important agencies Johnson indicated how he intended to
become "a spokesperson for the HTV
in the fight against AIDS, the National
virus." His bravery in the face of adInstitutes on Health and the Food and
Drug Administration, both lack permversity should be applauded. Now is the
time for everyone in the. United States
anent directors. Chief N.I.H. labs have
to make the same commitment. Only
27 vacancies for AIDS scientists, while
the government has the widespread
many vital studies on the disease are
power and organization necessary to
just not being done due to a lack of
formulate a cohesive, comprehensive
manpower.
national plan against AIDS. At the
Meanwhile, the ignored toll AIDS is
same time, it is up to everyone to edutaking on America is staggering. Some
cate themselves in order to remove the
estimates put the number of infected in
this country at more than 1 million. A ignorance surrounding AIDS.
Celebrities with AIDS: it has, unfortunately, become an all too
common story. A famous person conducts a press conference and announces he has tested HIV-positive. The
rumor and sympathy mills begin to
grind and there is talk of the lack of
money or a national policy to fight the
virus. Then the talk dies.
Meanwhile the nameless thousands
who do not get publicity die in anonymous silence as the war on AIDS falls
victim to the short attention span of the
public. According to federal health
officials in 1990, that toll has reached
an excess of 100,000 — with one-third of
the deaths occurring in 1989, indicating
the unceasing climb of the disease.
However, this time the circumstances are a little different. The celebrity in
3uestion is basketball superstar Magic
ohnson, member of the Los Angeles
Lakers and the 1992 U.S. Olympic
Team. More so than Rock Hudson, Liberace or Malcolm Forbes. Johnson is a
hero to millions, emulated and admired
around the world, a celebrity in the
truest sense of the word.
All of which makes the tragedy of his
illness bittersweet. Johnson is only 32.
As well as a noted athlete, he is also a
philanthropist and role model for
young people everywhere. The HTV
virus has made a victim out of a man
who spent much of his life bettering the
lives of others.
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He lost an eye! (Bwahahaha!)
To suffer is to be funny for others' amusement
MICHAEL
MARTONE

"Tragedy is when I cut my
finger. Comedy is when YOU
walk into an open sewer and die.''
- Mel Brooks
•••••
The scene: two people are
having lunch and a lovely conversation in the Union. Unfortunately for you, they're both named
•Bob.'
BOB (opening paper) : I see
here that Magic Johnson had to
retire from basketball because he
contracted the HIV virus.
BOB: Really? Ha! Hahahahaha ho hohoho heeheehee!
That's so funny!
BOB I slaps Bob) : Shut up!
What the hell are you talking
about? The man is going to die,
for God's sake! How can you
laugh at his misfortune?
BOB: What's wrong? I thought
that's the way it worked - that
other peoples' pain existed
merely for our amusement!
BOB: (sigh) I keep on forgetting that you spent the first 19
years of your Lite alone on a deserted island with no ties to humanity except for a television
and a few videotapes of old Warner Brothers cartoons. You see,
human suffering IS entertaining,
but only under very specific circumstances. In fact, we discussed this last semester in my
remedial IPCO class, and there
are factors which determine
whether you're supposed to feel
sympathetic or amused.
BOB: OK. For example, is it all
right to laugh at the short-order
cook over there?
BOB: You mean the guy on
fire?
BOB: Yeah, him. Now that's
funny, right?
BOB: It depends — we don't
know enough about the situation.
Now, in my class we learned all
pain has the potential to amuse,
unless some factor specifically
causes you to feel sympathy. If
there's too much sympathy, it
nullifies your permission to
laugh. First, you have to make

Statements reveal
racist sentiments
The BG News:
I am writing not so much in response to an article, but to question a student whose name has
appeared prominently in both
The BG News and The Obsidian.
A number of weeks ago, I read
an article in The Insider which
quoted Black Student Union
President Maurice Tate as saying
something to the effect that white
supremacy is being propagated
by the Jewish-controlled media in
America. I have since read an editorial by Mr. Tate in The Obsidian claiming blacks who date
whites suffer from a "severe
white supremacist psychological
disorder." Although I applaud
Mr. Tate's work with the Black

some moral judgments. If the
victim is evil, all bets are off — if
that cook beat his wife last night,
you can laugh at his pain no matter what. But if he's a nice guy,
you have to look farther. Now you
analyze the source of the pain. If
he set himself on fire on purpose,
no sympathy. If he set himself on
fire by accident, a little sympathy. If someone else set him on
tire by accident, more sympathy.
If someone else set him on tire on
purpose, then there's probably
too much sympathy to find any
humor in the situation at all.
COOK ON FIRE: Aaaaaaugh!
Aaaaaaaaaugh!
BOB: So if he's a jerk, or it was
his own fault, then we can laugh?
BOB: No, it's still not that
simple. Remember, the word
'sympathy' is literally Latin for
'feeling with,' and if you feel the
pain personally, it will be impossible to enjoy the destruction.
After guilt, you have to look at
your relationship to the victim
and the pain that is caused. The
more you know and love the victim, or the more explicitly you
view the violence, or the more
similarity between you and the
target, the more you identify with
the victim and the less you can
enjoy his or her suffering.
BOB: Well, we didn't know
him, we're not like him, and we're not watching the gory details
of his immolation - so that's good,
right?
BOB: Let's go see! (Bob and
Bob walk over to the grill, but
merely see a pile of charred
bones, and a melted plastic tag
with the name 'Bob'printed on it.
Bob and Bob bust a gut laughing.)
BOB: See, that was great!
Hah! Usually, though, it's best to
just cause psychological damage
rather than physical damage, because the psychological suffering
is more private and evokes less
sympathy. Watch this: (Bob
walks over to a stranger) Hey!
You're a dork! (Stranger runs off
and commits gory suicide by'
feeding his head into the Jeame
Machine) Well, I suppose that
was a bad example, but you get
my point.
BOB: Oh, yeah! Is there anything else you can show me?
BOB: Sure! Remember, speed
is of the essence, if vour mirth is
to outrace your pathos. Which is
funnier: watching your grandmother slowly contract leukemia,
or watching her explode for no

Greek Council and the current
protest against campus police, I
think he is damaging his own credibility with remarks such as
these.
Institutional racism is very
evident on this campus, as it is
everywhere. However, separatism is more a symptom of the
problem than a potential solution.
Mr. Tate seems to be clouding the
issues he claims to stand for with
inflammatory comments scapegoating Jews and other whites as
a race, and not the individuals or
the system that is the true source
of the problem.
As a member of a minority
group himself, it especially surprises me that Mr. Tate would
choose to accuse the Jews of
white supremacy, since if there
are any two groups with a kinship
of being discriminated against in
modern history, it would have to
be the blacks and the Jews. It
seems that in his quest to over-

apparent reason? The latter, because your conscience doesn't
have time to mute your joy! And
hey, take a look at those two entering now! (Two Carmelite nuns
enter the Union, identical except
that one of them weighs about 700
pounds) Sorry, ladies, but this is
science. (Bob hoists the nuns up
to the ceiling and bats them
around like pinatas. The crowd
laughs only when the big fat nun
is belted.) See? They're practically identical, but these people
were waiting for an excuse to
laugh at the Holy Cow here, and
so they're enjoying it more!
BOB: But what"about political
sympathy?
BOB: OK, check this out. (Bob
goes over by the fridge, grabs a
couple of labeled test tubes and
pays for them) Now observe
these test tubes here — they contain ground up bits of two
different Democratic presidential candidates. Don't worry,
they didn't feel a thing. Both of
them are missing a foot - but
where Bob Kerrey (sample 'A')
had his blown off in Vietnam,
Jerry Brown hacked his own leg
off in a bizarre ritual as an offering to the Egyptian god Ra. Now
notice how they are perceived by
the crowd. (He holds up each test
tube in turn, and whereas for
Kerrey they let out a collective
sniffle, for Brown the crowd
laughs hysterically.) Do you understand now?
BOB: I think so — we can't
laugh at Jim Henson or Frank
Zappa, but we can laugh at an
anonymous milkman electrocuted in a married woman's bathtub?
BOB: By George, I think he's
?ot it! IA half-ton nun suddenly
alls on Bob. killing him instantly.
The crowd laughs.)
BOB: That was hilarious! (A
two ton hippo suddenly falls on
Bob, killing him instantly. The
crowdlaugns.)
BOB (A different one) : That
was hilarious! (Bob contracts
terminal bone cancer. The crowd
dies laughing.)
Mike Martone is a columnist
for The BG News and he 'd like to
thank SicSic for the useful cups
they handed out at the game, and
he takes back everything mean
he's said about them.

come the discrimination he may
have faced in his life, Mr. Tate
has become that which he hates
most — a man who judges others
on the color of their skin, and not
on their individual merit.
If this letter seems like an attack, I apologize. I would merely
like to understand the rationale
behind what Mr. Tate is saying.
This is how the man —admittedly
through a potentially-biased medium like the newspaper — has
been portrayed to me; and if I
have misunderstood what he
said, I would appreciate it if he
would respond in some way so I
can understand.
In the end, Malcolm X said
white wasn't evil, but evil could
be present in men of any color,
the same as good. Please Mr.
Tate, If there is something wrong
with this philosophy, tell me.
Dave Englander
Senior
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Red Cross brings
blood donation
center to campus
by Greg Watson
health and environment reporter

The bloodmobile is visiting the
University again for its largest
northwest Ohio campaign.
The American Red Cross is
taking blood donations at the
University until Friday. The Red
Cross donation center will be in
the Northeast Commons, behind
the campus safety and security
office, from 11 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.
each day.
Pat Shepherd, student chairperson of the University Red
Cross, said area hospitals rely on
Red Cross donations for blood
supplies.
If there is no Red Cross, there
is no alternative for getting blood
to the hospitals," Shepherd said.
"It is not tike it will just magically show up. There is no back-up
and no alternative."
The Red Cross averages 1,000
donations per week — about 200
per day —during University
blood drives. Shepherd said.
The organization needs to collect more than 275 pints of blood
each day to keep area hospitals
amply supplied, he added.
Tne northwest Ohio Red Cross
branch, based in Toledo, services
10 counties and 19 area hospitals,
Shepherd said. The Bowling
Green blood drive is the largest in
northwest Ohio, he said.
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Shepherd said blood drives at
the University are taking place in wmmm -mr '* *W^ *'' * r rk\. J
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November, February and April.
While first days of blood drives
are slow. Shepherd said he hopes
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to see more people donate blood
as the week progresses.
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"We hope the good weather
helps [bring people to the Red
Cross]," Shepherd said.
The time it takes for one to donate blood varies on the individual. Most donations take about an
hour.
Before donating, potential donors will get tests for blood pressure, temperature and red blood
cells.
mm i ■ JBL rk
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To make sure it is safe to use
people's blood, potential donors
are asked questions concerning
recent medicine use, operations
and travel outside the United
States.
The potential donors must also
answer questions concerning
sexual activity, intravenous drug
use and diseases such as AIDS,
cancer and malaria.
Individuals have a chance to
#
refuse the use of their blood by
putting a "do not use my blood
sticker on their information
^^/
sheet.
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People are also given calling
cards and personal identification L gm^ 1m j,'JPyBI
K fU
numbers which enable them to
The BG News/IUb WeUler
call the Red Cross office later and
At the American Red Cross Bloodmobile on Monday afternoon, Fre- blood. (However, Red Cross officials would not allow her to actually
See BLOOD, page four. ddy
Falcon comforts Freida Falcon as she Is about to give her pint of give the blood because of her costume.)
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HOME FALCON BASKETBALL TONIGHT 7:30!
S.O.L.D.

ALL YOU CAN EAT !

raj

?n)

Wed. & Thurs. Vgf^
5 - 9 p.m

/Coverf

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

0=

DAVE THOMPSON
University YMCA
And The Excellent Student Leaders
of the Month for October
Angie Baumgard
|B.G. Teachers of Main
Sheila Kelly
Sport Management
Alliance

\in\ iteutei

Benetiis Amer can Cancer Scoety
110 N. MAIN

S.O.L.D.

SOLD Would Like To Recognize the
Outstanding Student Leader
of the Month for October

Wed. Pasta Buffet
Thurs. Mexican Buffet
DRAFT BEER PARTY
UPSTAIRS

S.O.L.D.

Informational Meeting
Tuesday, November 12 at 8:00
Room 1003 BAA.

Jeff Merhiae
lnt«vtr,iternity Council

Jennifer Perkins
Progressive Student |
Organization

Steven Chan
Computer Services

352-9222
S.O.L.D.

HI

Scolt Doescher
Delta Sigma Pi
Kelly Saunders
STEP I & Baccus
Board

Advertising Club
S.O.L.D.

Into the Streets
Community Service Project

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

Sponsored By:
LSU, IIC, VIP,
RSA, Panhell, USG,
Black Creek Council
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We're at your SERVICE
BGSU Students!

Phone

(419) 352-3649

FAX (419) 352-7001

We Take care of the planning . . .
All you have to do is pack and enjoy yourself.

Complete < lollision Service
540S. Maple
Howling Grern. Ohio 4;i4< 12
Karl E Hummel
Paula < ilrona
Proprielor, Estb. 1959

Airline tickets, trains, cruises, hotels
package tours, group
arrangements, and bus charters.
10% student discount on
participating carriers

Auto Electric Repair
• Diagnostics
• Automobile computer
tune-ups
• Alternations

•Air-conditioning
•Electrical work
• General repairs
gasoline & diesel

Tools • Chairs
Coffee Urns • Tables
Waterbed Pumps & More

prompt
courteous

service

BG's quality import repair specialist
12953 Kramer Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio

352-7031

WHAT KIND OF CAR DO YOU DRIVE?

Rent it!

We socialize In Todays Cars

m tt<\

Rent-To-Own
Furniture - VCR's
TV's - Appliances

Our experienced technicians will be happy to service your import or
domestic automobile regardless of make and model in our service
facility.
Whatever your auto service needs call us for an appointment today.

Daily shuttle to BGSU!

we accept

All work guaranteed 6 months

Jim's Automotive Service, 352-8245
1051 N. Main St.
Bowling Green
Mastercard, Visa, Discover

Bee Gee Rental & Sales
125 W. Poc Rd.

To participate in the next Service Directory page
Contact
Shari Riffle 372-2605

B.G.

Ph. 352-4646

UNIVERSITY
1019 N. MiU,
BG

HONDA.

354-2222

Next Service Directory Page
November 12
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Group aids heterosexuals Speaker plots self-worth
Organization's goal is not gay-bashing, leader says
against white supremacy
by Kimberly Larson

human diversity reporter

The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
is recognized as a mainstay on
the University campus, serving
the needs of the gay community
Recently, a group of heterosexual students decided it was time
to form their own group, but the
eitential organization encounred too many problems making
it impossible for them to form.
According to Jason Aslinger,
the student behind the idea of the
Heterosexual Alliance, he got
together with some friends who
believe LAGA receives a great
deal of attention even though they
are a very small minority at the
University.
"We thought it would be neat to
have a group which represented
our views," Aslinger said. "The
group is for people who believe in
eterosexuality for one reason or
another."
Aslinger said the aim of the
group was to discuss male-female
relationships — not to condemn
homosexuals or anything for
which they stand.
"I told everyone who called
that the purpose of the group was
not to be anti-gay," he said. "It's
just supposed to represent the
heterosexuals and what we
think."
Aslinger said he has received
many calls in the beginning after
his personal advertisement began running in The BG News
a few weeks ago.

"I told everyone who called that the purpose
of the group was not to be anti-gay. It's just
supposed to represent the heterosexuals and
what we think."
— Jason Aslinger, student behind Heterosexual
Alliance idea
"I received a lot of calls from
people who thought the idea of the
group was a positive thing," he
said. "The other half was from
LAGA people who wanted to
know about it, and if they could
join and stuff like that. I received
only one or two calls from people
which I totally offended."
Aslinger said his purpose was
not to offend anyone, though, and
said he believes students who are
in the majority by being heterosexual should have a group
which deals with problems heterosexuals face daily.
"I am thinking about coming
up with a new name for the group,
something like 'Relationship
Awareness' because I don't want
to offend anyone," Aslinger said.
The group would like to be established so members could talk
about things pertinent to heterosexuals and dating, Aslinger
said.
LAGA members are able to join
the group, but Aslinger said he is
not sure they would feel comfortable at the meetings.

"I don't want anyone to be
offended, but LAGA members
may join if they would like to," he
said.
LAGA President Amy Bahl
said she believes Aslinger is not
downing homosexuality, but
wonders what his focus will be.
"Homosexuality is looked at
negatively by people, but heterosexuality is everywhere," Bahl
said. "People do not make a big
deal about being a homosexual,
it's just that people notice it more
because it's different."
Because of this supposed lack
of focus, Aslinger could not find a
faculty adviser for the group.
"Everyone we talked to would
talk around it," he said. "They
wouldn't give us a definite answer why they said no."
Aslinger said the group will
most likely try to form once again
next semester, but they will be
much more prepared for all of the
hard work they will encounter.
Aslinger said he may try to
form an off-campus group if it is
impossible to find an adviser.

BLOOD

TEACHERS

:: Continued from page three.

Q Continued from page one.

is taken from each donor. After a
pint of blood is removed, donors
refuse the use of their blood.
Before donors give blood, they are asked to rest and regain
are served light snacks and energy with food and drink.
drinks. A professional nurse
The blood is later sent to Toledo
checks which arm is most efficient for draining blood and pre- Red Cross laboratories, which
pares the arm.
test the blood for hepatitis, syphilis and other viruses before disA sterile needle is inserted into tributing the blood to local hospithe donors arm and a pint of blood tals.

cynical quality and black
humor."
Like Wall, Ursula Hans is a foreign graduate student earning
her doctorate in American studies and teaching ethnic studies.
She came to the University because of the multi-cultural classes offered and because it would
best suit her career goal of work-

"We came to America and the
slavemasters didn't allow us to
read," he said. "You must read."
Bridges said black children
lose their self-esteem at an early
age because everything they see
is white.
"In pre-school children are
taught stories of Rapunzel and
Goldilocks, and then black children look in the mirror and see
they look different from the beautiful white girls in the books," he
said.
Bridges said everything they
see is white, and the only thing
pre-school age students see which
is black is the spot on the dog
Spot.
"White people made our own
culture look foreign because we
were forced to learn the history of
the white man," he said. "White
supremacy completely destroyed
us because it made us look at
things through the white men's
eyes."
To challenge white supremacy
African-Americans must get
back to their roots to see the root
of white supremacy is solely
based on myths, lies and falsehoods given to the world.
"If you read your history you
will learn that 14th and 15th century Europeans left Europe to
spread themselves through the
world and conquer others indigenous to them," Bridges said.
They went to India and started a
caste system based on color, with

the lighter-skinned person at the
top and the darker-skinned person at the bottom."
Bridges said white supremacy
is a lie which has been spread all
across the globe. He said this lie
was spread through the three
"m's" — missionary, merchants
and military.
"White man sent missionaries
in to Christianize our people and
bring the white image of Jesus to
us," he said. "Then the merchants came in and robbed everything that was beneath our feet.
And then if someone realized
what was happening and spoke
out, they had the military to keep
us in line."
Bridges said to study history is
to find out what happened and be
the best students possible.
"Anytime you re given an assignment look for a way to Afrocentricize it," he said. "Write
speeches and papers related to
your own culture and heritage.
This will begin to challenge and
dismantle the falsehood of white
supremacy."
Bridges said it is acceptable to
wear African attire to show heritage, and black students should
watch how they act toward each
other to increase their internal
knowledge of self.
Bridges said once knowledge is
attained white men will
say,"This ain't the Negro I made.
I made the Negro to think like I
think."

ing in international educational exchange program there.
exchange.
An interest in working in the
Hans grew up in Voerde, Ger- exchange field stemmed from a
many and graduated from the love of American literature.
"I always wanted to teach
University of Bonn, but is no
stranger to the United States or American literature, but as years
Gassed,
I broadened my perspecthe world. She earned a degree
ve," Hans said.
from the University of Wisconsin,
Hans said some of her favorite
taught English in Taiwan,
received her master's degree at authors include Nathaniel
the University of Bonn and Hawthorne and Henry James.
worked at an international She said she likes U.S. bookstores

because they are less expensive
and offer a larger selection than
their German counterparts.

by Kimberly Larson
human diversity reporter

A speaker at the Fifth Annual
Midwest Black Student Unity
Conference urged young AfricanAmericans to challenge the notion of white supremacy through
knowledge gained from reading
their history.
Bruce Bridges, author of "Recapturing the African Mind,"
spoke to students Saturday evening.
'•Multiculturalism is looked at
negatively by Americans," he
told students. "The only way you
can challenge white supremacy is
by having knowledge of who you
are as people."
Bridges said it is important to
have knowledge of one s self before white supremacy can be
challenged. An important way of
doing this is to realize black peo81e are actually not a minority in
le world scope.
"Where are whites supreme
over others on the earth?"
Bridges said. "That is just a myth
taught by whites. In the world we
are not a minority. White man is
only supreme in his own mind,
not anywhere else in the world."
Bridges said reading and gaining knowledge is the most effective way to challenge white supremacy because one is building
one's self-esteem.

Education here, however, is
more forced than it is in Germany
where it is approached in a more
"self-sufficient manner."
American students, she said,
are not informed enough about
foreign affairs and worldpolitics.

COME "CZECH" OUT FALCON BASKETBALL TONIGHT 7:30!

Don't
Forget
Your Day Seniors!!
Your pre-appointed senior portrait
day, that is. Carl Wolf Studio Inc. is
on campus again to shoot senior
portraits, for those not
photographed in September.
Please check the preassigned date
you received from the studio for
your photo session. Simply come
that day to The KEY, 28 West Hall
10-12:30 and 2-6 p.m. for your
portrait.
P.S. If you didn't receive your studio letter, you
can still be photographed by coming to The
KEY during our regular times. We'll fit you in!
Call 372-8086 for more details.

Applications for

BG News €ditor
for

Spring Semester 1992
are now being accepted.Apply at 214 West Hall
Deadline is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov 26.

In -Depth
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

12, 1991
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Proposed Caller ID causes controversy
by Eileen McNamara
general assignment reporter

Ohio Bell wants to introduce a
new telephone service some of its
critics say pits two basic American rights against one another:
The people's right to know versus
people's right to privacy.
The new service, Caller Identification, has been heralded as a
technological breakthrough to
abolish obscene phone calls.
It has also been denounced as a
gross invasion of privacy and the
foil of successful phone operations such as Crimestoppers or
suicide hotlines, which rely heavily on caller anonymity.
When a telephone has Caller ID
service, that phone automatically
displays the number of the person
calling on a display screen.
The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio is expected to make
the final call on wnether or not it
will be offered in the state by
early 1992.
The PUCO staged town meetings in Toledo, Cleveland and
Dayton, and hearings in Columbus this year to allow experts and
residents across the state to voice
their opinions on Caller ID and
the reaction has been mixed, according to a PUCO official.
In Bowling Green, police Chief
Galen Ash said he sees Caller ID
as having both advantages and
disadvantages from a law enforcement angle.
"I would think it could considerably decrease some of the
harassing and obscene phone
calls," he said.
Ash said although Caller ID
might produce a suspect, no legal
action could be taken on that information alone.
He also said services like
Crimestoppers, which have been
very successful because they
offer callers anonymity, might
suffer from the existence of Caller ID.
"Even if [the Crimestoppers]
don't have Caller ID, people may
not believe them and might be
afraid to call," he said.

Privacy
vs.
Technology:

fore did not qualify as objective
re testified against the validity of a mail questionnaire surnducted by Ohio Bell.
"Ohio Bell's study does not accurately reflect the variety of attitudes and opinions held by their
about Caller ID," she
"I They (selectively presented results that favor Caller
ID without fairly reporting results that point to their cusirs' concerns."
low response rate and a
ised questionnaire also made
the research's validity questionding to Spears.
is said he had no knowledge of either the videotaped
groups or the telephone
survey submitted by his com-

Where do you
draw the line?

imer groups also have
re concerned about the
Caller ID, especially the iification box which must be
ised.
:?ther
The proposed cost of Caller ID
through Ohio Bell would be $6.50 a
month, according to Dennis.
laid Ohio Bell will not be
identification box. The
nent must be purchased
through private vendors.

Ash said Caller ID might also
cause a vigilante problem because it allows victims of harassing phone calls to track down
their aggressors.
"For example, the husband of a
woman who is receiving harassing phone calls might want to get
revenge," Ash said.
Many organizations have
voiced objections to Caller ID, including the Office of the Consumers' Counsel, the Ohio Domestic Violence Network, the
Ohio Highway Patrol, Fraternal
Order of Police, the U.S. Secret
Service and a number of other
law enforcement agencies.
Ohio Bell representative Jim
Dennis said there are ways the
company can offer identity
protection to undercover police
operations and anonymous
source hotlines.
"Some groups have expressed
concern, but there are things we
can do to help them," he said.
Dennis also said most of the
support for Caller ID has come
from individual customers.
"We have received many let-

ters from people saying they are
interested in this service, he
said.
He said Ohio Bell has support
from a number of sheriff's
groups, although he was unable to
name any specific groups at the
time.
Another issue in the debate
over Caller ID is blocking, a service which blocks a person's
number from being identified.
There are two types of blocking: block per line, which would
block the subscriber's line from
being identified, and block per
call, which allows the person to
block individual calls.
Consumer groups like the OCC
say Ohio Bell should offer free
blocking to its customers to ensure their right to privacy.
Dennis said Ohio Bell does not
want to offer blocking at all in
any form.
"[Blocking would] drastically
diminish the value of the service," he said.
He used New Jersey, a state
which uses Caller ID and does not
offer blocking to its customers, as

an example.
"In New Jersey customers
have reported [on the average] a
50-60 percent decrease in harassing phone calls," he said.
Dennis also said the people who
make harassing phone calls could
easily use blocking to keep their
identities secret as well.
Telephone companies in 36
states either now offer blocking
or will offer it if Caller ID is introduced in their area.
Several University professors
are now conducting a Caller ID
research project funded by
grants from the OCC.
Telecommunications professor
Bruce Klopfenstein is conducting
the project along with fellow telecommunications professors Sara
Spears and Doug Ferguson.
Klopfenstein said most people
are in favor of Caller ID until they
realize their own privacy may be
forfeited.
"The phone companies don't
want to talk about the privacy issues," Klopfenstein said.
He said the project has so far

been
Caller ib reall
what its ad
selling point.
"It
ID is stop]
calls," Klopt
Klopfeiisi cent of the people
areas whei
do not.Speai
against Caller II
by Ohio Boll at the P
tags in Coin:
Ferguson
videotape Ohio B
hearing to .
wanted Call.

. done

The video
red around
four focus
said wen
moderator.
"It was poorly done
Ferguson said.
Ferguson
U the
surveys were funded and
ducted by the pi.
partinent of Ohio Bui;

Dennis said the price of this
pment can range from
$50-100, depending on how many
other features the device offers.
Ohio Bell has not yet determined a charge for installation.
ler ID now is offered in 18
ates as well as in Washington,
:id parts of Canada.
Ohio is one of 13 states which
cases pending, and the reing 19 states have taken no
be company that protelephone service to the
Bowling Green area, has not
made any moves to offer Caller
ID yet.
are going to wait and see
how Ohio Bell's case goes," pubelations representative
Nancy Mirth said.

AIDS
a Continued from page one.
and a growing percentage may be
children or people infected
through heterosexual sex.
WHO said heterosexual intercourse was "overwhelmingly"
responsible for the spread of HIV
in sub-Saharan Africa, where an
estimated 6 million people carry
the HIV virus and 900,000 babies
have been infected by their mothers.
In Asia and Latin America, the
virus is also spread mainly
through heterosexual practices,
said the agency, reporting a
40-fold increase in reported AIDS
cases in Central America since
1988.
In the United States and
Europe — where homosexual
men and intravenous drug users

account for most cases — WHO
and other agencies say statistics
indicate a rise in heterosexual
cases.
About 100,000 HIV infections
have been reported in the United
States since 1985 because of
heterosexual sex. From this figure, there were 3,100 AIDS cases
that were reported last year,
compared with 250 such cases reported in 1985.
In Western Europe, 1,309 AIDS
cases through heterosexual sex
were reported last year, compared with 149 cases six years

ago, WHO officials said.
The Pan American Health Organization also said the number
of infections from heterosexual
relations is on the rise in the
Western Hemisphere.
WHO also said a rise in female
AIDS sufferers has led to a
"striking increase" in mother-tochild transmission.
UAO

UAO

UAO
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Q. My Quantum 90 debit account balance is getting low.
W hal can I do?
A. You ha>
additional money
(S20 or more) in your account at the Bursar's Office. Any
is money inj
e end of the semester will
carry ii
r account if yon
are enrolled fur the siring term. You can pay cash at any
campus food outktl
mestcr $100 charge opuon will
become available on Nov. 16th.

DOCK

For lO points: ANSWER THIS!
In the U.S. Navy, a Perryclass ship Is a Frigate.
What Is a Nlmltz-class ship?

to

ALWAYS!

STAR

UAO

It you answered this correctly. Try
your hand ot Collogo lowl.
November 16 A17. Sign up NOW in rhejgf
office 3rd tloor Union
Teams: $10.00 (4 members & 1 alternate)
Individuals: $2.50
Answer:
Call 372-2343 tor info!
Aircraft Carrier
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

THE
RIGHT
ANSWERS

Q. I have too much money in my Quantum 90 debit account.
What should I do?

wiTHtUSJD
>

OFFICERS:
NEW INITIATES:
MITCH SOLO-RITUAL
CHEWY PULLINS
BRIAN KENORI-OLD FOSSIL
C-3 BLT
MIKE SKYWALKER-MASTER
DEGABA DIANGELIS
DANTOOINE DADIK
HONORARY JEDI
TATOONE THOMPSON
CORRILLIAN KIRBY
HAMMERHEAD HOWEY
MYNOCK NOLAN
BOBA DODGE
PORKINS ORSIN 1
JABA THE ROTH
MAY THI FORCE IE WITH YOU....

WARS

UAO

DATE: Friday Nov 15
TIME: comedians 8 30.
dancing 10-12
PLACE: Dry Dock/GaHey_
(lower level of
Horshman Quad)
PPlCE FREE
COME OUT
AND LAUGH
DRY

WARS

JEDI
Congratulations on Ea rnlng
Your KNIGHT HOOD

ST AR

UAO

BG STUDENTS SAY: MAKE ME LAUGH!
ROY CRISS & TOM BECKA take tne stage

1800 321 5911

at

UAO

ONLY 28 SPACES
AVAILABLE
Sign up in the UAO
Ottice TODAY! 3rd
door Union'

TOLL FREE INFORMATION 8 RESERVATIONS

STAR

up to date!

THE HOLIDAYS ARE COMING!
IS GOING SHOPPING

nth Annual
Celebration!

WARS

keeps you

DATE: Saturday Nov.23
TIME: 10 a.m. - 6 pm
PLACE: FAIPLANE MALL,
DFARBOPN Ml.
PRICE: S8.00 for transportatior

DAYT0NA
BEACH
5 ana ?
SOUTH
PADRE ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
STEAMBOAT
2 5 AND 7 NIGHTS
PANAMA
CITY BEACH
7 NIGHTS
FORT LAUDERDALE
HILTON
HEAD ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORT
ARANSAS
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STAR

UAO

QUANTUM 90

BG News...

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

A. Remember, if you arc enrolled for spring semester it will carry
ova '
Ian dollars or you could use excess
dollars to purchase shel
Icaged items at the Chily's
or CT Express I ho plan ) ou .selected fall semester was billed
automatical!) to you foi spring semester. You may make
changes at die Office ol the Bursar before the end of the
semester.
Q- When do I get a refund?
A. A refund mllr
it the end of the year or when you
withdraw from BGSU, if you purchased an upgraded plan
($735, $845 or $1055). If you purchased one of the larger
plans you will he credited your unused dollars in excess of the
S575 minimum per semester plan, any bonus dollars, and a
$10 administrative fee.
Q. How much money should I have left now?
A. Use the handy guide below to budget your Quantum 90
dollars.
Kail '91

Minimum Comfort

Super

Super
Plus

95+»

Beginning
Balance

$57S

$750

$870

$1105

$100

Nov. 16
Dec. 7
Dec. 20

$143
$70
$0

$186
$92
$0

$215
$108
$0

$277
$139
$0

$25
$12.50
$0

• Lunches unit 5 daji'wk.
More questions? Call I University Food Operations
372-7933

Local
The BG News
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CRC
to
add
more
space
New classrooms will be used to better serve community
by Christina Wise
social Krvica reporter

One local organization is planning for expansion
to help better serve the community.
Children's Resource Center, 1045 Klotz Road, is
currently planning a 13,000 square-foot addition to
its facilities.
According to executive director Anthony Marcson, the addition will be used as classroom space
for children with emotional problems.
"There will be no new programming because of
the addition," Marcson said. "It will be for expansion of already existing services."
Planning for the construction began in 1988 and
groundbreaking is expected this spring.
The addition will cost $1.7 million, partially
funded with a $975,000 grant from the Ohio Department of Mental Health.
Nadine Musser is the area director of United
Way, which gives financial support to CRC. She
said the agency will provide no special funding for

the building.
"We don t provide money for building construction," Musser said. "They won't be receiving anything further than the normal annual allocation.
In addition to the grant from the Ohio Department of Mental Health, money will come from
CRC funds and the Wood County Alcohol, Drug
Addiction and Mental Health Board, Marcson said!
The remainder will be financed with a bond issued from the county, to be payed back over the
next 20 years by CRC.
CRC is an agency which provides services to
children with behavioral, developmental, or emotional problems and their families.
In cooperation with schools, churches, mental
health centers, social services and community organizations, CRC offers evaluation, treatment and
guidance.
A variety of different programs are offered at
CRC including group, family and individual counseling.
CRC also offers screening, intervention, parent
education programs and residential services.

Police Blotter
■Brian K. Bailey, 201 Anderson the influence Saturday morning,
Hall, was cited for disorderly police said.
conduct early Sunday morning.
■Mark A. Croy, Toledo, was
■Timothy J. Concannon, 446 cited for littering Saturday night,
Compton Hall, was cited for an al- police said.
leged dine-and-dash at Myles'
■Timothy S. Blake, 256 S. ColPizza Pub, 516 E. Wooster St.,
Sunday morning. Concannon's lege Apt. B, was cited for driving
under the influence early Friday
bill was $12.25, police said.
morning, police said.
■Terry L. Clark, 602 S. Main
■Scott A. Bowen, Rudolph, was
St., was cited for driving under
the influence early Saturday cited for driving under the influence Friday night, police said.
morning, police said.
■Brian S. Barbenc, 35 Prout
■John D. Holt, 604 Pastuer
Ave., was cited for driving under Hall, and Edward N. Kelly, 215

Conklin Hall, were cited for disorderly conduct early Wednesday
morning. Barbenc and Kelly
were observed urinating at 515 E.
Wooster St., police said. When the
police car pulled into the lot, both
men turned and quickly zipped up
their pants, police said. According to the report, the side of the
building was wet and there was a
puddle where the two men had
been standing.
■A resident of South Church
Street reported a complaint of a
dog defecating in the bushes
Wednesday night, police said.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Court blotter
The grand jury of the Wood
County Court of Common Pleas
handed down indictments
Wednesday on the following people:
■Robert Shawn Boggs, 628 Wallace St., for complicity in theft, a
fourth-degree felony. A warrant
was issued.
■Kyle L. Ervin, 1341* N. Main
St., Apt. #2, for possessing criminal tools, a fourth-degree felony,
petty theft, a first-degree misdemeanor, and criminal damaging, a second-degree misdemeanor. A summons was issued.
■Andrea Grant, Sandusky, for
theft, a fourth-degree felony. A
summons was issued.
■John Gonzales, now held in
Wood County Justice Center, for
three counts of passing a bad
check, a felony of the fourth degree. A warrant was issued.
■James Miller, Waterville, for
passing a bad check. A summons
was issued.
■Charles R. Robinson, Jr.,
Bloomdale, for two counts of receiving stolen property and two
counts of breaking and entering,
all fourth-degree felonies. A
summons was issued.
■Sam T. Hall, Rossford, for
theft, a third-degree felony; and
receiving stolen property, a
fourth-degree felony. A summons
was issued.
■Steve Russell, Toledo, for two
counts of gross sexual imposition
and one count of intimidation of a
crime victim or witness, all thirddegree felonies. A warrant was
issued.
■Stanley Young, Toledo, for
breaking and entering, a fourthdegree felony, and grand theft, a

Toledo may face Jeep cutbacks
Sales slump cited by Chrysler as reason for potential layoff
TOLEDO (AP) — Chrysler
Corp. said Monday about 620
workers at a Jeep plant will be
laid off indefinitely in January
unless sales pick up.
But spokesperson Chris Hosford said he expects some employees to be called back to work
when Chrysler moves production
of a new Jeep line to Toledo.
"We let people in the plant
know today that we may have a
layoff," Hosford said. "The
layoffs are due, in part, because
of the sluggish economy."
More than 5,000 people work at
the plant, which produces the
Jeep Cherokee.
Hosford said Cherokee production will drop from 892 vehicles a
day to 720 after Jan. 13, when the
layoffs will take effect.
Sales of the sports utility vehi-

cle have declined in the last year.
Cherokee sales of the 1991 model
year, which ended in July, were
118,502, compared with 133,345
the previous year.
In October, Chrysler sold 11,026
Cherokees, compared with 11,282
during the same period in 1990.
Under federal law, Chrysler
would have to give workers 60
days' notice of possible layoffs.
The layoffs will be postponed if
sales increase.
However, Hosford said it's unlikely that sales will pick up any
time soon.
"Being required by federal law
to do this, we have to look out in
advance and sort of predict what
may happen. ... We have to
project what we see coming 60
days down the road, and frankly
it looks like a tough economy," he

said.
Chrysler earlier this year announced that it would lay off
more than 600 workers, but those
layoffs were canceled because of
increased sales.
"In that situation, where we
felt that we might have to reduce
the line speed, which results in
the layoffs, we later canceled that
decision because things were a
little better," he said.
Chrysler last year announced
plans to shift production of its
Jeep Wrangler from Brampton,
Ontario, to Toledo. But the company did not say when the move
would occur.
Hosford said Chrysler will disclose details of the move by the
end of the month.
Wrangler production would begin by the summer. About 100

Congratulations Larry Weiss!
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workers would be hired in February to prepare for Wrangler production.
Hosford declined to say how
many people would work on the
Wrangler assembly line.
"I think we will have a few
more details available fairly
shortly on that. It will be pretty
good news," he said.
Bruce Baumhower, vice chairSerson of the United Auto
'orkers union's Jeep unit, said
about 850 people would be involved in Wrangler production.

third-degree felony. A summons
was issued.
■Aaron Burr Brown, Toledo,
for breaking and entering, a
fourth-degree felony; and grand
theft, a third-degree felony. A
warrant was issued.
■Carlos Vela, Brownsville,
Texas, for receiving stolen property, a third-degree felony. A
summons was issued.
■David Wurst, Wayne, for
theft, a fourth-degree felony. A
warrant was issued.
■Alvin D. Whipple, South Bend,
Ind., for one third-degree count
and one fourth-degree count of
trafficking in marijuana, a felony
charge. A warrant was issued.
■Amanda Berringer, South
Bend, Ind., for one third-degree
count and one fourth-degree
count of trafficking in marijuana,
a felony charge; drug abuse, a
fourth-degree felony; and receiving stolen property, a fourthdegree felony. A warrant was issued.
■Juan Rodriguez, Brownsville,
Texas, for receiving stolen property, a third-degree felony. A
summons was issued.
■James Gilbert, Altro, Ky., for
trafficking in drugs, a fourthdegree felony. A summons was
issued.
■Kenneth D. Allison, now held
in Wood County Justice Center,
for theft, a fourth-degree felony.
A warrant was issued.
■Steven Roberts, Toledo, for
breaking and entering, a fourthdegree felony; and grand theft, a
third-degree felony. A summons
was issued.
■Richard M. Schoch, Holland,
for breaking and entering, a
fourth-degree felony; and grand

theft, a third-degree felony. A
summons was issued.
■David Rodgriguez, now held
in Wood County Justice Center,
for burglary, a fourth-degree
felony. A warrant was issued.
■Aaron Hummel, Rising Sun,
for gross sexual imposition, a
fourth-degree felony. A summons
was issued.
■Bobby R. Baty, Jr., for failure
to appear in court, a special felony. A warrant was issued.
The grand jury also handed
down bills of information on the
following people:
■Brien Berisford, Toledo, now
held in Wood County Justice
Center, for theft, a fourth-degree
felony. A warrant was issued.
■ Johnny Johnson, Altro, Ky.
for trafficking in drugs, a fourthdegree felony. A summons was
issued.
■Howard Bruce, Romulus,
Mich, for theft, a fourth-degree
felony. A summons was issued.
■John Umbel, 247 N. Prospect
St., for breaking and entering, a
fourth-degree felony. A summons
was issued.
■James Gilbert, Altro, Ky., for
trafficking in drugs, a fourthdegree felony. A summons was
issued.
■Kenneth Allison, now held in
Wood County Justice Center, for
theft, a fourth-degree felony. A
warrant was issued.
■Kirk Moore, Altro, Ky., for
trafficking in drugs, a fourthdegree felony. A summons was
issued.
■Andrea Bryant, now held in
Wood County Justice Center, for
theft, a fourth-degree felony. A
warrant was issued.

GARDNER
D Continued from page one.
we require for other people."
According to Gardner, most
committee meetings and all
House and Senate floor sessions
are open to the public, but some
of the most important sessions
are closed.
An example is the HouseSenate joint conference committee on the budget.
"We write the most important
Eiece of legislation in private,"
ardner said. "Even other legislators are not allowed in the room
if they aren't part of the committee."
This closed door meeting decides how tax dollars will be
spent and Gardner said he does
not believe this is right, especially when new proposals are introduced.
Gardner cites last year's budf;et meeting when new tax legisation was generated by the private committee.
"The people it affected didn't
have the chance to testify," he

said. "Quite a number of us don't
think it's appropriate to do business behina closed doors."
Gardner has invited every
member of the House to be a cosponsor of the bill and is hopeful
partisan politics will not be a factor in the Dill's passage.
"We have S3 sponsors right
now, all Republican," he said.
"But it is clear the majority of the
members think it is the right
thing to do."
Gardner is concerned however,
that some Democrats might think
it is the wrong time to vote for the
bill because it will look like an indictment of the majority party.
"Part of the motivation might
be to force the majority party to
be more open," Hale said. "The
people who are in power aren't
quite as enthusiastic about open
government."
Hale added the law is a good
idea and Ohio has a strong tradition for the openness of
government.

PRE-HOUDAY
BLOWOUT!!
WHO:
WHERE:
WHEN:
WHY:
DETAILS:

ALL SENIORS
M.T. HUGO'S BAR 1 GRILL
NOVEMBER 15, 1991
5-9 P.M.
SENIOR APPRECIATION DAY
APPETIZER SPECIALS
•PIZZA
50- HOTDOGS
25*
DRINK SPECIALS
(PROPER ID REQUIRED)

RAFFLE GIVE-AWAYS EVERY HOUR!!
SO COME OUT AND JOIN THE FUN"
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARO SAYS
~OET READY FOR THE HOUDA YS"
SENIORS CELEBRATE IS SPONSORED
BY THE SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARD

Juniors and Seniors
Have you turned in
your application ?

Omicron Delta Kappa
applications are Due Tomorrow !
405 Student Services and
UAO office
BROKEN NECKCHAIN

Bowl 'N' Greenery

All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

You've come a long way from arranging the
first Parent's Day Show with Bob
Hope in 1976 to your final concert
with The Lettermen in 1991.
Thanks for the memories!
The Alumni Office Staff

•
•
•
•

$3.99
$4.50

Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Onion
[ Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students j
, Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students (

or
CHAIN BRACELET!

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
Repair one break in any
neckchain or
chain bracelet
JUSt S7.00

(you musi bring this ad)
RAINBOW JEWELRY
SERVICE
118 W Woosier 354-GOLD
hours 12 noon 10 6:00 pm
oiler expires u-15-91
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PACE SEVEN'

Russian legislature
cracks down on religion
refuses to uphold China
Communist party works against illegal separatist groups
state of emergency
sians.
In the Chechen-Ingush capital
of Grozny, cheering militants
fired their automatic weapons in
the air and honked car horns to
celebrate the Russian retreat.
Dudayev said the Russian vote
represented a "victory for
democracy and truth." There
was no sign of compromise from
the Chechen-Ingush leaders on
their Nov. 2 independence declaration from the Russian Federation.
Immediately before the Russian legislature voted, Dudayev
said he would order terrorist
strikes against atomic power
stations around Moscow if Yeltsin
did not back down.
"Why should our mothers cry.
our old people cry, why should
our children cry and live so much
in fear?" he said. "Why shouldn't
Russia, which is where this evil is
coming from, feel fear?"
After the vote in Moscow, Dudayev suspended the threat.
Dudayev is a national hero in
the mainly Muslim autonomous
region of 1.3 million people, 930
miles southeast of Moscow, for
trying to break free of Russian
control, which began under the
czars.
If Yeltsin had ordered troops to
open fire, violence could nave
spread to other parts of the Russian Federation with substantial
non-Russian populations. The
backlash could also have worsened Russia's relations with
Muslim republics to the south.

GROZNY, U.S.S.R. (AP) - Separatists in the southern Chechen-Ingush region fired automatic weapons to celebrate the Russian legislature's refusal Monday
to approve Boris Yeltsin's state of
emergency in their Muslim enclave.
Gen. Dzhokar Dudayev, formerly a bomber pilot in the Soviet
air force and now president of the
Chechen-Ingush region, had
threatened terrorist attacks on
Moscow's nuclear power stations
and subways if the decree was not
repealed.
The 177-4 vote Monday against
Yeltsin by the usually pliant Russian lawmakers was the first
major show of no confidence in
Yeltsin since his election in June
as president of the Russian Federation.
The legislature's rebuff was
likely to damage Yeltsin's authority, which was greatly enhanced by his successful opposition to hard-liners who tried to
oust Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev in August. The vote
was not binding, but may force
Yeltsin to withdraw his decree.
Yeltsin did not attend the debate and had no immediate
comment on the resolution, which
also called for negotiations
toward a political solution. Dudayev said he was asked to take
part in talks and was prepared to
do so.
Two Yeltsin allies, Russian
parliament speaker Ruslan
Khasbulatov and Vice President
Alexander Rutskoi, the author of
the decree, reversed their earlier
defense of the crackdown. They
backed the lawmakers' move for
negotiations, signaling that Yeltsin had decided against confrontation.
Yeltsin's apparent indecision in
using force, the limited number
of troops he was able to send to
the region to enforce his decree,
and the failure of his representatives to carry out an order to
arrest Dudayev showed his
government to be weak in areas
not dominated by ethnic Rus-

If Yeltsin backs down entirely,
it could encourage secessionist
movements in other parts of the
vast Russian republic, including
largely Muslim Tatarstan.
After Yeltsin declared a state
of emergency on Friday, armed
Chechen-Ingush separatists took
to the streets, forcing the badly
outnumbered troops to withdraw
to the Russian city of Mineralnye
Vodi. The Chechen defense minister said 300,000 men had volunteered for the National Guard.

HONG KONG (AP) — China's Communist Party has
ordered intelligence agents
and police to start a nationwide
crackdown on "illegal" religious activities, according to a
Central Committee document
obtained by The Associated
Press.
The 12j>age directive, titled
a "Circular on Further Tackling Certain Problems of Religious Work," was issued Feb. 5
following a nationwide gathering of religious officials in Beijing. Chinese sources recently
passed along the document to
theAP.
It takes months for such
directives to be passed down
the many levels to local enforcement, and businesspeople
and religious leaders have re-

ported signs of a new crackdown in recent weeks.
The crackdown comes as
Secretary of State James A.
Baker readies for a trip to
China this week for talks,
which will reportedly include
human rights.
In firm language, the document orders "public security
departments at all levels" to
"resolutely attack those
counterrevolutionaries and
other criminal elements who
make use of religion to carry
out destructive activities."
The document defines illegal
activities as the establishment
of religious organizations outside of state control and the use
of religion to foment separatism.
The Chinese sources, who

Baker tells Japan:
expand global role
TOKYO (AP) — Secretary of
State James A. Baker III encouraged Japan on Monday to broaden its global role beyond "checkbook diplomacy" to assume
greater responsibility for improving human rights and halting the
spread of nuclear weapons.
The secretary of state also said
it was time the United States, Soviet Union, China and Japan look
for ways to lessen tensions between North and South Korea.
In a speech to the Japan Institute for International Affairs,
Baker referred to North Korea's
"repeated failures" to allow international inspection of its nuclear facilities.
"The only firm assurance
against a nuclear arms race on
the Korean peninsula would be
credible agreement by both Seoul
and Pyongyang to abstain from
the production or acquisiton of
any weapons grade nuclear material," he said.
Baker noted South Korea had
proposed such an agreement.

as "bumbling bureaucrats."
Another reason for this lack of
knowledge about multiculturalism is it is often overlooked by the
University itself.
He said the best way to combat
this problem is to have American
society take a more direct approach to becoming more inclusive and thus more accurate of
American history.
"When I say 'we', I don't mean
only white Americans," he said.
"When I say 'we' I mean all the
different groups and different
cultures to learn about each other
so we can understand each
other."
Takaki said he believes people
of color in America have no
choice but to accept their ethnicity because, due to their appearance, they will never quite blend
in.
Takaki said accepting one's
ethnicity will open up possibilities
for people to recover their ethnic
roots, and they will also learn to
relate to others.
"The state of Ohio is 90 percent
white, "he said. "Mostofyou[BG

students] will move away after
graduation, and you better damn
well know something about
diversity."
He said immigrants who traveled to America from all over the
world did not always plan on remaining here.
"The Chinese had a 60 percent
return rate, and the Italians also
had a 60 percent return rate," he
said. "But some came and saw
the land and held their breath in
silence and said, 'I'd like to make
America my home.'"
The only way we are going to
achieve diversity as a nation is to
become listeners, Takaki said.
"We must listen to all of the
voices saying, "This is my land
too."'
Takaki is a professor of ethnic
studies at the University of California, Berkeley. Takaki serves
as the adviser to the new ethnic
studies Ph.D. program, which is
the first in the United States. His
book "Strangers of a Different
Shore: A History of Asian Americans" was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize.

After a brisk morning jog,
enjoy a copy of
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In the southern provincial
capital of Canton, 67-year-old
Pastor Samuel Lamb, the
leader of a fast-growing
evangelical Christian sect,
says police have begun to pressure the 1,000 or so followers
who attend his house church
four times a week.
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♦When you party f
J remember to... 4

ing bible study sessions in his
home.
The most recent arrest, he
said, occurred Sunday when
Slice went to the house of a
year-old worshiper and took
him away in handcuffs. Steensen said he received the information in a phone call from
Shanghai. An American businessman living in Shanghai
said he also knew some of those
detained.

**************************************
WORD SEARCH

"We now look to North Korea to
respond in kind," he said.
But he went on to say the economic relationship between the
two countries required "openness
on both sides. Otherwise, we will
not be able to sustain our political
partnership."
Baker called on Japan to make
greater efforts to open its markets to products from other countries.
He called Japan "a major
beneficiary of the global system"
and said, "Japan must be a
leader in the promotion and evolution of this system.
"This call for leadership should
not just apply to the field of economics, but also in building
democracy, respect for human
rights, stopping the proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction,
and in facing trans-national challenges in areas such as the environment, narcotics and refugees."

SPEAKER
U Continued from page one.

spoke on condition of anonymity for fear of retribution, said
China's increasingly restive
Muslims and Tibetans along
with a growing number of
Catholics and Protestants
would be targets of the campaign.
Trie paper said while freedom of religion must be respected in China, security organs must "attack the use of
religion to perform unlawful
and criminal activities and
firmly resist the infiltration of
foreign religious inimical
forces."
In the last week, police in
Shanghai arrested at least six
Jehovah's Witnesses, said Noel
Steensen, an Australian businessman who was expelled
from China on Oct. 27 for hold-

BEATLES
IRON BUTTERFLY
FOREIGNER
JACKSON BROWNE
JOE COCKER
LITTLE RICHARD
JERRY LEE LEWIS
RAY CHARLES
ARETHA FRANKLIN
THE BEACH BOYS

• RASCALS
e BREAD
• STEELY DAN
• LOU REED
e BTO
• YARDBIRDS
e DAVID BOWIE
e PINK FLOYD
e BOB DYLAN
e GRATEFUL DEAD
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BLACK CROWES
THE WHO
LED ZEPPELIN
ROLLING STONES
GENESIS
REM
THE CULT
THE POLICE
VAN MORRISON
THE DOORS

6 PLUS ONE MYSTERY WORDtf
TFie first four people to present the mystery word after
1:00pm to Myles 300 E. Wooster ond Myles 516 E.

Wooster will receive a free 12" pizza with one Item
The next four people to present the mystery word to Myles
300 E Wooster and 516 E Wooster will receive a

free 9" pizza with one Item.
<r 16 FREE PIZZAS IN ALL! tr
Mystery Word Hint:

Blues Artist Who Supposedly Sold His
Soul To The Devil.

if****************************** *******
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University

372-6945

Union

FROM AN
EVOLUTION
AT SEA
COMES A
REVOLUTION
FOR HAIR!
NEW!

SYSTEM E
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8 oz. New York Strip
Steak Dinner
with Potato & Side Dish

Only $5.95
Sundays
Mon - Thurs

12:00 - 2:00pm
11:30 - 1:30pm
4:30- 7:00pm
Friday
11:30- 1:30pm
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 + plan holders

* BIOLAGE.
Open Monday - Friday

4 to 11 p.m.

Quantum 90 card accepted after 6:00 p.m.
for on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:00
for 95+plan holders
Pizza Outlet
R«c«lv« two 16 oz
sodas, or on* Big Boss
Soda.

r
I
I

with purchase of any
large Pizza
with coupon
12-19-91

12' Pepperoni Pizza
$5#00

No substitutions
with coupon

i
.J

A soothing 10-minule treatment tor dry, damaged
and chemically-treated hair. Features nature's
own algae micro-sponges and natural botanical
extracts for renewed energy, body and shine.
Slop in today for a free consultation.

ymatrix

WE DO NOT TEST ON ANIMALS

ESSENTIALS

Pizza Outlet

jonly

FREE
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USP:

I
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HYDRO-ACTIVE'" HAIR MASQUE

Has res 11-25-91

CXk CUT

OntilVE.

Annolto

Hair Studio

D*w»r

Stephanie • Teri • Missy • Paula

$2.00 off a Haircut
or
$5.00 off a Perm
141 W. Wooster

354-8533

Sports

MATT SCHRODER, SPORTS EDITOR.

372-2602.
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Soccer takes MASC title
Falcons
defeat Redskins
in tournament
byJeffMandel
sports writer
Slide that MAC football trophy
over a bit in the trophy case and
make room for another one, as
the soccer team gave Bowline
Green its second championship of
the season in capturing the MidAmerican Soccer Conference
Championship.
Though tne
Falcons had
clinched the
regular season
title weeks ago,
weekend victories over the
Miami Redskins (2-0) and
the Eastern
Michigan EaPalmisano
gles (5-1) gave
—"
BG first place in the inaugural
MASC playoff.
Tom Kinney netted what
proved to be the winning goal
against the Redskins on a blistery
cold Sunday afternoon, gaining

Volleyball
is victorious
The volleyball team came
out of the Rhode Island
Classic victorious this
weekend raising their record to 23-4.
The Falcons defeated
Syracuse (15-10, 15-10,
15-11), Texas A&M (15-12,
15-10, 17-15), and the University of Rhode Island
(15-10,15-3,15-10).
Senior Tammy Schiller
was named the tournament
MVP with 47 kill 25 digs.
l_ D 3
Tickets for the Dec. 14
California Raisin Bowl are
now on sale at the Memorial
Hall ticket office.
Tickets are $14 and $18 for
the game, which will be
played in Fresno, Calif. The
contest will begin at 4 p.m.
Eastern time.
The ticket office is open
daily between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.
For more information,
call the ticket office at
372-2762.

assists from Ken Sorenson and
Chris Iantoni at the 49:01 mark. It
was Kinney's fifth goal of the
season, and third game winner.
Sorenson later added a little insurance for the Falcons, as he tallied his sixth goal of the 1991
campaign at the 66:19 mark with
Ryan Dell assisting.
Meanwhile, goalkeeper Greg
Murphy was called on to make
just two saves to capture the Falcons 13th shutout of the year (a
new school record).
Calling the clinching game "an
appropriate finish to a wonderful
season," head coach Gary Palmisano thought of the players
who closed out their college playing career with that final game.
I'm really pleased tor our
seniors (Iantoni and Steve Cain)
to go out with a great deal of pride
and a feeling of a tremendous
amount of accomplishment this
year," Palmisano said. "The
thing that our staff was most
pleased with is how our kids have
responded from last year's disappointment (a dismal 7-11-2
season) in not so much as ability,
wins, or losses, but they really
matured as young men.
"To me that's been a difference. To see the progress that
they have made as people, to take

on more responsibility, become
leaders, and to have a positive attitude — when we look back on
the season, that will be what the
staff is most proud of."
Junior Rob Martella, who led
the Falcons in scoring with nine
goals and six assists, credits this
season as one which will always
stand out in his mind.
"Being champions of the MAC
means getting respect in the state
of Ohio,' Martella said. "Respect
is pretty much the whole thing."
As if the Falcons needed reassurance as to the respect they've
earned this season, they beat up
on the Eagles Saturday to advance to the finals. Iantoni paved
the way to Sunday's finale with a
pair of goals. Martella, Ryan
Dell, and Justin Harman's first of
the year also paced the Falcons
past the visitors from Ypsilanti.
Murphy was forced to partake
in a more active role in the semifinal, as he turned aside five of
six shots on goal.
"BG has an excellent team,"
Eastern coach Chris Corteg said.
"They were definitely more aggresive this time around."

Men's tennis finishes
season at Invitational
by Mimi Ordonio
sports writer

The men's tennis team finished an imEressive fall season as five of its members
■aveled to Madison, Wis. and the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches Association Invitational.
Four of the five BG singles players won
their opening matches, but tell in their
second-round contests. Coach Gene Orlando said he was pleased with the performance of his team members at an event
of this caliber.
"Overall, I think it was a great team
effort in that we won the matches I knew
we could," Orlando said. "It is also a credit to the players to continue playing in the
wake of my resignation. I take that as a
compliment because they could have
thrown in the towel. It definitely shows the
character of this team."
Sophomore Todd Koehler (10-6 overall)
was the lone Falcon to be seeded in the invitation-only tournament. He was placed
in the 12th spot and faced Jim Gleason of
Western Michigan. He defeated the Bronco
in two sets 6-3,6-4.
The next opponent for Koehler was Dean
Uhlsko of Minnesota. Koehler only won six
games in the two set match and lost 6-2,
"Todd really struggled " Orlando said.
"He wasn't playing as well as he has been
and it was definitely the wrong time. The
seeded players are the marked men and
everyone is out to beat them, so Dean had
nothing to lose and played hard. Todd is
still one of the best players in the region
though — and he's only a sophomore."

Laker fans show
true feelings
by Michael Fleeman
AP press writer
LOS ANGELES — Laker fans dabbed at moist eyes Sunday night as
forward James Worthy read a statement from Magic Johnson at the
first home game since the three-time NBA MVP stunned the nation
with word that he carries the AIDS virus.
"This is the first day of the rest of our lives," said Johnson's message, boomed over the Forum loud speaker by Worthy. "I say this to
you fans because we, the Lakers, need your support more than ever
before. I say this to all of my teammates because starting now, it's
winnin' time."
With that, the crowd erupted into cheers through tears. A couple in
matching No. 32 jerseys — Magic's number — embraced in the
stands. A tall man in a Lakers cap openly cried. And somebody held
up a sign reading, "There will always be Magic in the Lakers."
Johnson, 32, at the peak of a professional basketball career, announced last week that he was HIV-positive and was retiring from the
Lakers. Johnson vowed to become a spokesman for AIDS awareness.
The Lakers played their first game after the news on the road — in
Phoenix on Friday night — and lost to the Suns 113-85. The team was
lackluster. Worthy was four for 22 from the field.
On Sunday night, however, Laker basketball returned with all its
glamourous idiosynchracies.
The Laker girls were there. So were the famous faces in the Forum
Club and the expensive seats. The crowd was fashionably late as
usual. The Laker bandjperched high in the rafters, blasted out as the
Lakers and Minnesota Timberwolves warmed up.

One Falcon to post an impressive win
was Bob Zumph. In his initial match, the
freshman came back from a loss in the
first set to capture the victory over Dan
Poole from Purdue 6-7,6-3,6-3.
In his next match, Zumph bowed to Klas
Bergstrom in two sets. Zumph led 5-2 in the
first when he began to struggle. Bergstrom
noticed this, picked up his level of play and
gained confidence in his shots, Orlando
said.
"Bob was scrambling after he lost the
big lead that he had," Orlando said. "But
he has a big-time game, and he will be a
great player in the years to come. Right
now Bob just has to learn that he can play
at that level."
Karl Crnkovich and Jason Homorody
posted 1-1 records in singles competition,
while Jeff Westmeyer was 0-1.
In doubles play, the Brown and Orange
suited up one pair. The duo of Homorody
and Westmeyer exited early as they lost to
the number three seed, Joey Deere and
Bryan Nelson of Wisconsin 6-2,7-5.
"The BG players tried different things in
the second after struggling in the first
set," Orlando. "Deere and Nelson realized
that they were going to lose to this lower
place team and got heated."
"In the first set, we didn't hold our serve
well," Westmeyer said. "Then in the second, we changed the strategy and Bob
K" lyed the net more. We heldserve until
.and then were broken."
The weekend in Wisconsin was Orlando's last as the BG coach.
"I came in here three years ago with a
passion to get this program on fire," Orlando said. 'Now, the flame is just beginnine to start and I am lea vine.

Swimmers edge Vikings
by Erik Pupillo
sports writer
Even though women's swimming squad edged out Cleveland
State this past Saturday, 156 to
135, head coach Brian Gordon
thought his swimmers exposed a
weakness that he feared. "What
we didn't want to find out, we
did," Gordon said. "Under close
race circumstances, our women
are relying too much on Keely
(Yenglin), Jody (Reed) and Josie
(McCullough) to get all our
points. We need to develop and to
start getting some of these second
and third swimmers to start performing and quit being so complacent."

Yenglin won the 1650 Free
along with the 200 I.M. while
Reed took first in the 100 Free and
third in the 1650 Free. Another
strong performer was Sheri
Kraus, who finished first in the
200 Breaststroke and second in
the 100.
However, beyond those bright
spots, things grew dimmer for the
Falcons. The less experienced
swimmers didn't pick up the
slack the way Gordon had hoped
and it displeased the head coach.
"I don't think the freshmen and
sophomores are as attuned to racing at the level they're supposed
to," Gordon said. "We definitely
learned a lot from this meet."
The reason for Gordon's con-

cern, is that he has to take his
squads to face a deep Eastern
Michigan team this upcoming
weekend. And with collegiate
swimming rules favoring teams
with depth, Gordon's concern is
justified.
"If we take first in an event and
the other team gets second, third
and fourth, then we haven't made
any leeway," said Gordon.
Though Gordon doesn't think
his women's teams depth matches Eastern's, he thinks his squad
should be able to handle the Eagles. It's the men's squad that
should run into some complications with the Eastern Michigan's
mens team, a perennial MidAmerican powerhouse.

iGUje 8(6 News: four Bourn for campua neuiBi

HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!
HOMECOMING

\usan Renee hlein
Dawn Mane Anajp
Met*n Anthony Knnullon
Jennifer launhbaum
I'amck J /.<i.,'■■':■,
Hrrit I) lenarx
Julie Ann lewu
UtUutm Heed lewu. Jr
( ynlhia Mane Madathik
Michelle sicole Manano
V.-ndyM Manh
llealher laivn Mam
Jeff Mather
limnthyl) Merkel
Murtut Montr
< atbenne Mane Seiner
Julie Anne Obenchain
Andrea Mane I'attennn
Jndce lynn Phiki
Jill Kebetca IH-lak
I'acey Lynn I Hitter
Angela Mane Kalnes
J Michael Metchenbacb
Julie Ann Knach
Jennifer iwtyn Robeni
Hsaj ttoh
Pamela Joyce Huikowtkt
Shawnaj Schabtck
MollyS \chlmpf
siewn H Smnlen
Amy lynn \notm
I Hie A Spiltler
Jamet Andrew Mauf/er
Julie Mane Slnreter
i.nka Hcrnice Hwander
Iracy lynn Swearin/ten
M.phanu-Ann lldd
Michelle I'lizabeih ltaker
kuhin A Watther

HOMECOMING

HOMECOMING

HOMECOMING

R€HDV FOR HOM6COMING 92

The Bowling Green Slate University Chapter of Alpha lambda Delta
is proud to announce Us Fall, 1991 new members.Scott Mntyan Allen
Htat Anne I- Anthnny
Pamela Dawn Amdt
(hnunpher Aamn Itakir
VMft) \iu-Hath
Mart A Hell
r,•»•*.)•> /' Ikihak. Jr
leeann Hnt/un
Amy lynn Hmdbexk
Ilia Kaye /<i- U
Jennifer linn Hueil
JenniferJ canjne
sherry Car] tenter
Susie t.uuell
finan /amn (.hambert
Kvbrn Winger Chapman
Michael Jama Clark
MeluaJ Oa
lammy luanne < mm
lerrence Dealt
Julie Ann IHdeUt
Iruha lynn Undue
JanaM lenneken
Michael James Itmieca
Henee lanm /-*onun
Karen lynn l-nmitat
Daniel Davuiley
Ibamoi I t.arry
Julie I Carhxh
Uta Stcole i&ldschmtdi
<.lenn Iracy Cnsdale
Amy lynn Gnus
Angela Irtgh llamhnck
Ikxid lhi,ma\ llamld
fodlM llatdman
Mark Andrew Heckler
Michelle Marie Hill
Nicole Hoe I Inward
Michael Allan Jnnet

HOMECOMING

Homecoming Choir Applications Available
! Show Vour BGSU Spirit!
Available in UAO Office, 3rd floor Union
Due Friday, November 15th
HOMECOMING

i

M AP

•

HOMECOMING

BSU

•

HOMECOMING

BBCA

HOMECOMING

ECAP

•

KA»

HOMECOMING

»

usG

n

'NIGHT AT THE APPOLLO' talent show
Admission $2.00

AAA

A Special Congratulations
to Our Honor Initiates:
lie
Or
He
lie

Kobacher Hall 8:00 - 10:00

Ktchant I Weaver II
Ityan l> Twenty
HtUtp F O'Connor
Herbert A HoUtner

^$**************^******************

Thursday, November 14th
MAP

BSU

B BC A

ECAP

KA*

USG
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING OREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Recruitment Cii»nd«r 15
FccTheWeefcaof:
December 2. and December ff, 1M1

Study In SPAIN through BQSU
Education Culture Travel
Al students welcome1
Informational meeting
Monday. November 18; 7.30pm
State Room. University Union
or can AYA Spain 372-8053
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RIDES

Loving nana wM care lor your child Fur) time
8 30 • 6 30 364-1642. excellent refer-

Need nde to Florida or part way? Can take 1
to 4 students Leaving Nov 22 - return Nov
30 $50 each way Can John at 1-837-2681
after 5pm

LSAT • ORE • GMA.T
Before you take the test. caB the expert Local
classes forming now Kaplan Educational
Center Can tor details 630-3701.

SERVICES OFFERED

MONEY FOR COLLEOE
Scholarships snd Orsnls
1 800 USA 1221 bxt 2033

PREGNANT?
We can harp FREE pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal 354 HOPE
Research and editing assistance avasarile lor
students' term papers Also provide reaume
and word processing services Cal Hanan.
423 0259 or 422 4H60

Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk {*) following an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status m the United States Please review these
requirements carefusy Only those organizations with an asterisk (')*■ interview candidates with s student visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waiting Hat
Spotlight Presents! ton s:Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy All students scheduling
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlight* Please carefully note
dates times, and locations of Spotlight presentations as they may vary. For evening Spotlight
presentations held in the Placement Office, enter the Student Services Building using the
second floor, patio entrance Please consult
the calendar for appropriate dates, times and
locations
Additional Placement Services;There are important aervtcee avertable to you at the University Placement Services Please note that not al
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on college campuses The list below generally
reflects the high demand areas In the wortd of
worn Don't become discouraged if your career
field * not requested To assist you m conducting an assertive joo search, the University
Placement Service* provide* career and
placement counseling, credential services, fob
search workshops, professional development
semnars. career fairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The eicesent Center tor Career Resources offers you career and employer
inlormahon and current fob vacancies In ALL career tleWe Placement Counselors directly refer
registered students to employers in their desired career fields Insure your access to these
services by registering with the University
Placement Service* In your hnal year al Bowling
Green State University
Tuesday, December 3
Catawba Island Club
Dayton Power 8 bght Company
Hlbbard. Brown & Co Inc

WANTED:
Men to cal Beth at
352-0300
and wish her a Happy
21st Birthday'

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Cal362-3967 from6a m lo9pm

Scheduling On-Campus
Interview Appointment a:
The hral day ol sign-up* tor interviews during
the period ol December 2 through December
13, 1991 wil be held In the Community Suite.
third floor, University Union on Wednesday.
November 13th For registrants with an Advanced Job Hunters Interview Card slgn-upa
begin at 3:00 pm: lor those with a First Choice
Interview Card slgn-upa begm at 4 00 pm AH
registrants must have a First Choice Interview
Card or Advanced Job Hunter Card to participate in the first day ot signups After the first
day. students and Alumm may sign-up for inter
views from 8am to 5 p m. at the University
Placement Services. 360 Student Services
Busdmg A Data Shed MUST be submitted tor
each interview scheduled at the time of algn-

Cancellation of Interview Appointments
Cancellation of an interview must be reported in
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm one week (7 full days) before
the interview day Complete a cancellation card
in the Sign-Up Room of the Placement Office
Canceaations after this time will be considered
a no-show. You s/e encouraged to carefuay
consider employers before signing up tor interviews
No Show PoWcy: Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or violation of the canceaatlon
policy wil result in immediate suspension of
your sign-up privileges tor the next recruiting
period if you did not honor your scheduled
*iterv»ew. you are required to write a letter of
apology to the employer tor missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement
Counselor before scheduling any additional
interviews Any student who "no-show*" twice
wJI be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder of the academic year.

PERSONALS
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AlXT's long distance savings plan can take you to this location.

*

'.' JfeU'
\ _Jg£0*<®'

AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fact, one of our savings plans

for off-campus students, the SelectSaver''" Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code you call most often. For just

$1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents a minute, weekdays * □ And now AT&T can take

you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip

Wednesday, December 4
Tncom Business Systems
Thursday. December 5
American Greetings Corporation
National Safety Associates
Monday. December 9
Carhsle Geeuga Company

for you and a guest to any U.S. and any European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. □ So let us

Wednesday, December 11
Picwsy Shoes
Wendy's InternebOnal

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Advertising Club Meeting
Jennifer Deutsch and Cathy Drake
from Lean Cusme frozen pizza a deeaerts
Speak about The Brand Managers role in advertising 7 30pm Nov. 13 McFal Assembly

help choose the savings plan that's right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

Room
AKRON US
CARTOON FREEZETAG
AT EASYSTREET CAFE
THURS NOV MTH
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA fell initiates the banquet is this Sunday, November 17. from 5:00
to 8.00 m the Alumni Room See you there1
■ELIEVETHEHYPEI
JOIN COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Tonight' 9 pm' 11 © BAI
Uefen Things need to change and they're gong to change tonight Bnng al your rowdy "beral friends to tonight's premiere of the NEW
Coaege Democrats
___....—.,.-_
BQSU SKATING CLUB
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
EVERY TUES. NIGHT
fr16-10:1SP M.
Do you know someone In s crisis pregnancy
situation? Stephanie Rlne, Director ol the
BO. Pregnancy Center, will be speaking
Wed. nlghi at I pm In the Faculty Lounge
(Union) about how women In these sttuattons
•re feeling, how to help them, end what a*>
slstance la available through the Pregnancy
Center.
__^__^__

lb sign up for an AT&T savings plan for oil campus students,
call 1800 654-0471, Ext. 7437. lb enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me'
Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below.
•memoes continental US Aleuts. Haws. Puerto Reo end the US v«g-> island, Sarv^s based on cast ever S8 men Actual sewvj, potent*
osrjerHM on siaeenbercaling patterns Processing lee ol 1200apples Day rates apply from Bam 10 5pm
©1991 AT&T

OFFICIAL RULES—NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Enter the AT-HT "It Can Happen lb Me" Sweepstakes.
To enter, complete this form and mail to:
AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes,
Box 2501, Cedar Grove, New Jersey 07009-2501

1 To enter handprint your name, address, phone number and !■) code on an official entry lorm or e ptein piece of paper
Official entry lorm, can be found in the October 3lst. 1991 issue ol floHno Stone, the October 18th. 1991 issue ol
Enreneinmenr WeMV. the November 1991 issue or US magaiine. the November /December 1991 issue ol U The Nerionet
Cosege Newspaper snd the Fal issue of Orecrory of Crasse, You may enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be
mailed separately 10 ATaT IT CAN HAPPENTOMC" SWEEPSTAKES. PO Boa 4870. Grand Central Station. NewVOrk.NV
10163 All entries must be received by December 30.1991
».«!.».^»l^1.l.i^.aiheie.ie»iie.e«l.i|rr.ii.em^^^»nen^i.1.l^e.t>e-u^«l«l~coneuc».e
aeiataaaeM lenuery se,«e»»eT MedlaSrriarlne,lnc,a» lnasp.na.ivlo.sysnu.tssn ■*■■■ a.cl.l.n. ■»—I
eera-mall
lamiaeemi
aiiilm rao»»>»«>vlaei«4-avj.il■■■isauulal»«ue»aes»»»i»o»r.c«noi
e to thee
i inn

Name
College.
Address.
City
Phone L

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
Formal meeting tonight at 8 30
McFal Aaeembry Room
See You Thoroi
ArnericenMerkeflngVVeek
Career Awereneea Week
Tuee. November 1 2 7 30 p m . 116BA
Dave Stanford. Co-Op Office
Al are welcome!
Mervoua about the (ob.'grad school aeerch? Get
the REAL eooop from BG Alumni - cendW dtocuealon. free advice, end opportunities tor networking! 8pm, Tueeday, November 12. Beee
merit of Krelacher
Start your mornings off
With smooth Jazz on 88.1 FM
and The MIX Weekday* 8-10 am

AT&T

atarlsM..
3 SwespetsHes open to residents ol the US. 18 years of egs or older escept employees snd men lanuHas of AT4T. its
atreletes. subSKHartes. advertising agencies. MCDIAAMERICA. INC and their program suppliers This offer is void
wherever prorubiled. and subyect to eH tsdsral state snd loesi laws
4. Par a M at I
aaevj a HiaaH, son ae«
I n
sa, IT8T "IT CAM HAPPIN TO star
«lllliailHU«T.ale.»»a>sa.a,,no,iialia..an.,Ni Te^MTKymar J

.Year in school.
. State.

Zip.

)

Current Long Distance Company AT&T MCI — SPRINT — OTHER
Current Calling Card Company
AT&T _ MCI _ SPRINT _ OTHER _
□ On Campus Student D Off Campus Student
tw)
I

All entries must be received by 12 30 91 No purchase necessary Void where prohibHed
You must be IB year, ol" ape or older lo enter
OI991 AT&T

_l

Classified
The BG News
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cont. from p. 9
Alpha Phi ■ Ul Amy Fox ' Alpha Phi
Congrats on your pea/ling to Matt1 Yea1 You
found a nice guy' ( Now find one tor your big1 I
Love Ya' Big Cher
Alpha Ph. ■ Alpha Pht ■ Alpha Ph.
Congrats Aaron Craig. Kevin. Sean and Paul on
Shootout1 You guys are awesome ■ two years in
a row' Thanks lor a great time' Love. Jem
Jody. Cher A Julie
Alpha Ph. * Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi
EfcgKim.
Praise the Lord' I can't behave it's true You are
tne best Thanks tor everything
Love, U Debbie
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
&g Angie.
I'm glad that it's you and me
We belong m the best Alpha Phi family
i love my big'
Love Little Carrie
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI

Alpt-.i PH
Jen Souier is her name
She is everything but lame
Being with her is always fun

AZD A2D AZD
MEGAN JOHNSON
1

Thanks for everything You're the best big ever"
I love you to death'
Xi Love.
Christy

i-.i' partying turn luM begun
Love.
La" Kathleen
Alpha Ph( • Alpha Phi • Alpha Ph.
Betsey
You are the moat awesome big any little could
want1 We have had some great times and I'm
sure there win be tons more
Love Little Donna
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi ' Alpha Phi
Sabnna Duncan is the best &Q there ever could
be I'm so excited about our awesome family1
Thanks for everything'
Love. Ul' Karri

ALPHA PHI
Cindy Nieters you are great1
Having you as my big is simply late
Thanks again lor all that you have done
The times ahead of us will be nothing but fun
Love.
Little Kend'a

DELTA

Oat Raady
The Great American Smokeout
Visit the disptay Nov 14 and Nov 21
at the Union Foyer between 108 2
Pick up a Survival Kit when you turn
in a partial peck ol cigarettes

Are you tired of being pushed around? Does it
seem like nobody listens to what you say? Can
you realty get what you want? Do you have
problems dealing with difficult people? Have we
got the workshop*lor you'1 Learn How To Effectively Deal With Ufe By Using Asserttveness
Techniques will be presented on Wednesday,
November 13th at 7 00 p m m the Campus
Room. 3rd floor Union Make your reservations
by caling the Student Activities and Orientation
Office at 372-2843 We re S O L D on leader
ship'

Alpha Phi * KeHy Carr ■ Alpha Phi
Relax' it's over' Qreag job on Shootout' Love
ya' Cher

Old you know? Planned Parenthood « a consistent supporter of the "effective" Chinese
population program which includes forced abortion

AZDAZDA^D

Delta Gamma Sigma Chi
Thank you to the Sigma Chi pledges for the
special serenade last week It was a nice surBfftM
' Special thanks to Earl who coordinated it
Love.Jo

Alpha Phi Big Jenny Del rich Alpha Phi
Smile Big because your little loves you too
Thanks for everything - especially the sunflower
seeds' I love my Big'
Love, Ul Kelly

ZETA

THETA CHI VOLLEYBALL
TOURNEY
ThisSat Nov 16.10-2

w

DAILY MENU

SINGLE
10"-$4.00
12"-$5.75
14" — $7.50

DOUBLE

$.50ea. 10"-$5.50
$.75ea. 12"-$7.25
$1.00 ea. 14" - $9.00

$1.00 ea.
$1.50 ea.
$2.00 ea

TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
Pepperoni
Green Peppers
Mushrooms
Ham
Ground Beel

352-1539

Onions

Pineapple
Hot Peppers
Bacon Strips
Extra Cheese
Extra Thick Crust

Italian Sausage
Black Olives
Green Olives

Anchovies

DAILY SPECIALS
. MONDAY MADNESS...
One 10'l-ltem Pizza
• TERRIFIC lUESDAY...
C™ 12" 1-IUtn Pizza
• WILD YrtONESDAY,.
On 14' 1-ltom Pizza
■ THICK THURSDAY...
One 12' Pizza Eitra Thick Cmsl Pepperoni &
i WEEKEND DOUBLE FEATURE
One 12' Deluie. 1 One 12' - t-lkm Pizza
WEEKEND DOUBLE FEATURE...
One 14'Deluie. A One 14'— |.item Pizza

FREE DELIVERY
IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS
FROM 11:00 a.m. DAILY
Our Onvtrs Carry Lass Than (20
United Delivery Arta

TWO • 10"
TWO ITEM PIZZAS

PEPSI AND DIET PEPSI

-.Only (4.X
..Only (5.X

!

RECEIVE ONE ITEM

FREE

! FREE !

■ ON ANY REGULAR PURCHASE
,» HaWM H»-I r>»»»
iGw Pom &icc StJUft Grcwnd BM>
HOI P«cp*a t m (>•«• trn ">« Ova

, FREE DELIVERY

•352-1539

.352-1539

.-Only «.0O
Ejtra Cheese
Only JI0.00

ONE 10" DELUXE

ONE 12" DELUXE

ONE 14" DELUXE

■ 352-1539

___

91

■ 1616 E. Wooster, B.G. *^n'
i1616E. Woofter, B.G.
-.'- i -:-« saw wot fM *tm :-+' oe*n | y-'i^n IOOI *ai HM en On* oe*n
1

• 352-1539

■ 1616 E. Wowttr, B.G.

| 0K*ii*n> ■»• «x VBU m cm dm

14" DELUXE

|FREE DELIVERY

j FREE DELIVERY

■ 1616 E. Wootttr, B.G

12" DELUXE H

$■750

9

Cut" <*app*l B*av 5*u**;« Grow*! BM i
Hot ?wcmi Em OMM tin T>w Ovtt '
|3tN*«G<M"r>>M P*a«*» :tr.i S*ix»F-««| l

I FREE DELIVERY

«tn <*W» w«* &••• 'mm* Setiuo* Ox**

$Q75

■

10" DELUXE D

J352-1539

Mr and Mrs Cunningham.
The countdown's over' Muttley and Dougger
are together again'
Love, Sandy and Slacey

H

•CVMCMCluDU

ODK ODK ODK ODK OOK
Omlcron Delta Kappa
Applications due
Weds. Nov 13
405 Sludenl Services
or
UAO offices
ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK
RESIDENT ADVISOR INFORMATION SESSIONS
Find out about the R A position by attending an
information session All sessions slart at 9 00
p.m ■
November 19th Bromlield
December 4th - Kofil
December 12th - McDonald North

-.My SI 100

TWO-12"
TWO ITEM PIZZAS

■ ON ANY REGULAR PURCHASE ■

■ 352-1539

11616 E. Woo»ter, B.G. Q«H.
11616 E. Wootttr, B.G.
1
oivtq-w «»• iwveuMiiOewOripi | c*vup«i warn mtmn>oewomn

5

MAOO Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
SADD Students Against Drunk Drivers
BAM Bikers Against Motorists
Get a kfe. Gel a bike1

SIG EP ' AXO " SIG EP
Congratulations Enc Finn on your pinning to
AXO Kelfy Fox
The Brothers ol
Sigma Phi Epsilon

50e Per CAN

RECEIVE ONE nEM

■FREE DELIVERY

■FREE DELIVERY

Lisa Woodruff ■ ■ Gamma Phi Beta
Your 21 at Birthday is here.
You've only been reminding us for a year
We'll get your mug and fiB it with grog.
Tomorrow morning you'll feel like a dog
So now we have this lime to lake.
To lei you - ptease throw away that fake1
Love ya. and tf you're gonna drive drunk,
don't forget your car' HA' HA1
Voleski. Jen Jen & Schrodbutt

SlGEP
Brother ol the Week
Dan Hartman

.Only S3.00

to "DOUBLES HONE FREE ITEM HONE FREE ITEM H 12" DOUBLES

$C25

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S SGLS
RACOUETBALL • NOV 12. MEN'S WRESTLING - NOV 13. MEN'S & WOMEN S
3 PLAYER BASKETBALL NOV 21

SlGEP
Athlete ol the Week
Chris Lienhart

Extra Sauce FREE

1616E.WOOSTER

7

ttoonttnal

Nervous about the job grad school search1? Get
the REAL scoop Irom BG Alumni • candtd discussion, free advice, and opportunities lor nefworking' 8 00pm. Tuesday. November 12.
Basement of Kreischer

OPEN FOR LUNCH

$700

FraaPluair
Fraahman Off Campus Unlvaraity Studants
Novambar 13, 6:00 p.m.
Off Campus Sludenl Cantar,
Ground lo.al Mostly Hall
Bring a frlandlt

Betas Alpha Phi Bata Alpha Phi
CHRIS. CHRIS, JASON, JEFF A RICK
You guys did a great job at the Alpha Phi Shootout' Congratulations for making it to the semifinals'
Love your Alpha Phi Coaches
Chenta, Juke. KeHy A Kristi
BGSU Mom-Dad-Grandpa-Grandma
Alumni Sweatshirts and T-Shirts
Jeans-N-Things
531 Ridge St 352-8333

ALPHA PHI
BIG JENN ft BIG CHER
We Love Our Bigs!
Love Ul Stacey & Lf Amy1

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

m

THREE-10"
ONE ITEM PIZZAS

$1050 i $10 50
FREE DELIVERY

.352-1539

352-1539

11616 E. Woottar, B.G.
| 0"*>Li»m oaai MM *MM «•> oaw onm

1616 E. Woottar, B.G.
orvtuww tmm m

<M

SIG EP SAM SEZ
Congratulations Brian Sherman and the Falcon
Football Team'
1991 MAC CHAMPS
Sig Eps Alpha Phi Sig Eps Alpha Phi
Chad Adam and Jon.
You guys did a great )ob at the Shootout We
had a super lime and hope you dkJ too
Alpha Phi Love ■ Your Coaches
Jenny. Kendra. Melissa. Ally

™

10" TRIPLE

,FREE DELIVERY

SlGEP'AXO * SlGEP
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon wouid like to
thank AXO's Lon. Dana. Christy and Jen for
serving dinner on our Founder's Day
SlGEP" AXO" SlGEP

Long Island
Iced Ted

«xf€r;c^ces *****

He **! fCth*?
fr«ftr*H4 t*c«wft
i»«i*s •**¥ »*«>rlt?«J
*f m, yr«c«ry f t«rt,
** lit r;^k •**
1Kt sK«« *t*»e.

Earn Si .000 per week al home stuffing envelopes1 For information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67066C. Cuyahoga Faas. OH
44222

*m o** o««

Gregg Kirbabas ft Rich King
Congratulations on your offer and it's
acceptance lo foin the Wallace Computer
Service's Team We re all looking
forward to adding you both lo our
growing Columbus sales office
Welcome aboard from District 32450
Columbus Wallace Computer Services

Vote for your KING A QUEEN lor the DELTA
ZETA - THETA CHI Volleyball Tourney this
week at the Education Building 10-4.
Would you like to spend Spring Break In New
York CHy to learn about poverty and racism
first hand, and also earn 3 hours credit m Ethnic Studies' For information calf B*ll Thompson
at UCF Center ■ 352-7534 The cost <s only
$155 00
A GRINGO'S GUIDE TO CENTRAL AMERICA" - a one-hour presentation on what's happening by Fr Herb Weber, based on ha travels
in 1989 7 00 p m . Tuesday. November 12.
St Thomas More Antioch Library AH welcome

WANTED
-HELP1 non-smoking female needed lo sublease a
very large one bedroom apt for Spring '92 As
close lo campus as you can gel wo living on
campus Call Lon 352-4809

LOOKING FOR a Fraternity. Sorority. Student
Organization or exceptional individuals that
would like to potentially make $ 1.000 or more
sponsoring QUALITY SKI and BEACH trips on
campus For further information call Mark at
Orion Tours. Inc 1-800-800-6050
NANNIES
Up to $400 per week Live-in jobs East/West
coasl Chicago Many benefits Minimum one
year NATIONAL NANNY
1 800 933-9397

SEMESTER BREAK
* ' ' Operimgs ' * *
Vector Marketing has special 2 to 5 week
work program May become part-lime
during classes $8 lo start AH
majors welcome Must interview now.
may begin immed*lety. or start
after finals Call 1 -535-3636

1 female sublessor lor Spring Semester Will
tiAw^ own bedroom ft bathroom $l75mo
wlvch includes utilities Call Sonta at 352-3009
or at work 352-2168
1 female subleaser needed Can move in as
soon as possible Call 352*6253 Leave message
1 male subleaser needed for Spring Semester
Own Room Washer and dryer included in rent
Call JbJ-1610
1 or 2 female roommates for Spring semester.
Non-smokers Cheap rent 354-8082 Ask lor
Kim
Nice

2 nonsmoking females to sublease for spring
Large house with plenty of space Call
352-8663 for more info
2 subleasers needed lor Spring '92" Nice
apartment, low rent' Pool, shuttle service, and
most utilities included Call 352-3190 Ask for
Misty or Pi
ASAP
Need one male to sublease apt on N Enterprise tor Spring '92 Only $ 125 a month ft utifc(.•-. Please call ib2 U946
ATTENTION PROF'S
Responsible couple 55ish from CA wants lo
rent furnished home Dec 19-28th in BG to 1*1*1
lamilyfor X-mas Call Wendy at 352-6085

FOR SALE
1985 Mustang LX 4 spd 4 cyl . p s . p.b .
power door locks, rear detog
sunroof,
cruise Ask.ng $1600 00 O B O Musi sen
soon. 372-6432
1967 Cutlas Supreme 442 Loaded T tops
two-toned gray Call 686-1285
Citation for sale
Good condition
Call 352-3337
Leather and Down rackets - both brand new'
Cheap'Call 352-9514
NAD CD player with remote - $160 Leather
(ackel - $85 Call 354-9616 Also selling
speakers
Royal Litton Typewriter Excellent condition
$30 Call 372-7370 between 2-3 Mon-Thurs
Weight Lifting Equipment
Curl system, bike, bench, elc
Call 2 3048 or 2 8328

Desperate
1 female wanted to
Sublease for Spring1
Own room 11 st month rentFree'
Call Michelle at 352 5369
8- 10 am or after 10 pm

FOR RENT

"Now Leasing"
Summer ft Fall 1992 93 Leases
Large assortment to choose from
Stop by 319 E. Wooster
(across Irom Taco Belli
tor listing brochure ft speak with our
friendly slatt or call 354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate

Need 1-2 female subleasers $144.mo ft uttli
ties Big house with own room Call 352-4536
NEEDED - 1 female subleaser lor Spring '92 1
mo free rent then on semesterly rate plus utilities House close to campus OWN ROOM
. Call 3S2-2312 leave massage
Needed
1 female roommate for Spring
$150 mo . pay only part of cable S phone Call
354-87 71

2 bdrm 2 full baths. 1
$430 month 3523178

One nonsmoking female roommate to sublease
house for Spring Semester 2 blocks Irom campus $150mo plus utilities Call 352-7164.
People needed to sublease for Spring Semester. Very cool apt., close lo campus, with
negotiable rent. Call 352-7500 w 354-8474
for detail a.

yr

old building

3 bedroom house m Weslon
$400 per month

476-9329 or 669 3673
Apartment for sublease on 117 N Main #7 for
Spring '92 If interested, call Marty or Gary at
3523570

Rommmate Needed
One male roommate needed for Spring '92
Close to campus Own room Townhouse
Cheap1 Call Mark or Tony at 354-4757 Leave
mnaaaon

Carty Rentals
Listing available for school year 1992-93.
(Houses • Apts - Rooms)
Office located al 316 E Merry 03
or phone 352-7365

Sublease Spring and or Summer '91 1 person. 1 bedroom efficiency apl Furnished
microwave. $235 mo
near campus Call
352 2651 or 1 633 2876

HAVE YOU HEARD??"?

SUBLEASERS NEEDED. 2BR 2Bath Frazee
apt Close to campus1 $ 1 50 month Give us a

R E MANAGEMENT
has its fryer ready for Ihe
1992-93 School Year
ready and wafting for you to pick-up1

call 352-0579
Wanted: Subleaser for Spring 1992 House.
located across Irom campus on Wooster Rent
negotiable CaH 353 6827 leave message

STOP IN TOOAY'
113 Railroad Street
(NexltoKinkos)
352-9302

HELP WANTED
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY
1 Men and Women )
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee will be accepting applications for apprenticeship from November 4.
1991 through November 19, 1991 Applications wil be available al the Apprenticeship
Training Center. 803 Lime City Road. Rossford. Ohio (behind Local 8) on the hour from
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday through Friday If you are at least 18 years ol age. have
successfully complefed one year of high school
algebra or a post high school algebra course,
have a high school diploma or GED and are m
good health, you qualify lo apply for said program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON
Recruitment, selection, employment and training ol apprentices is done without discrimination due to race religion color, national orig-n
or aex

by Jim

Jim's Journal

$200-300 for selling 50 lunny Umv T-shirts
Smaller larger quantities available No financial
obligation 1-800-728-2053

SPEND the WINTER on
HILTON HEAD ISLAND. S.C.
Soph.Jf.Sr interested In a
career m Hotel Management
Internship runs Feb thru mid-Aug
$5 50 hr lull time Bring resume
to Co-op office to get an interview
on Nov 13th (327 2451)

1 roommate needed for Spring '92
apartment, cable T V 352-8937 Dan

12, 1991

Houses and Apartments close lo campus
For Summer 1992 and 1992-93
School Year 1 267-3341
Sublease 1 bedroom apl mB.G Immediate or
2nd Semester posession $385 plus electric
Call after 7 00pm
URGENT - URGENT•URGENT - URGENT
Sublease my apartment and move-In over
Thanksgiving Breakl Haven House. E Wooater St • Close to campus Nonsmoking female
needed CaH for details Monday-Thursday, anytime 352 3993
URGENT - URGENT•URGENT•URGENT
VILLAGE GREcN APARTMENT8
Now leasing. Summer ft Fall '92'93 leases
Spring leases for 1 ft 2 bedroom furnished ft unfurnished Resident manager ft maintenance
Call 354-3533.
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Attention Graduating Seniors!
Exciting Sales Opportunities available
with Detroit publishing company

s i n i
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Gale Research, Inc., a major publisher of reference books lor libraries ond businesses
worictwide, is seeking energetic, highly motivated indrviduoh with o drive lo succeed
and the desire to jo-n a dynorrvc, growth-orienled company
We offer the right individual ihe opportunity to*

by J.A. Holmgren
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Work wrfh a professional ck'enteU
Develop existing accounts ond new business
Co* ma defined territory
Seal a broad range of new ond established product

CompoMfve salary plus bonus Compleie benefit poefcoge includes medical, dental
ond optical coverage, profit shonng, and retirement ptan. Stimulating work environment in prime downtown location.
Customer or public contact experience helpful. Must ertfoy working with people ond
have o pleasant, professional phone manner. Telemarketing trommg provided.
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To loam more aboul the application process ond lei us about yourself, coll our 24 hour
lirtelrmwoak (313)9*1-7IS0
Compua Soles Recruiter
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